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Descriptive Abstract
This report examines the many implications involved with pilot
candidate selection and training process for aspiring Maine Air National
Guard pilots. Specifically, the following examines the National Guard
history, the KC-135 Stratotanker, applying for pilot candidacy, AFOQ test,
qualifications, pilot selection, and training.
May 10, 1994
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report
AFB............................. Air Force Base
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ANG............................ Air National Guard
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Air National Guard Base

AREFW

Air Refueling Wing
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Flight Screening Program

MeANG......................

Maine Air National Guard

MSgt..........................

Master Sergeant

NAQ...........................
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UPT............................
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INTRODUCTION
Each year, the Maine Air National Guard, lOlst Air Refueling Wing,
selects a pilot candidate to be ultimately trained and type rated for the KC-135
Stratotanker. The pilot candidate selection and training process for the Maine
Air National Guard is a fiercely belligerent endeavor. The pilot candidate
selection is intensely competitive in nature because there is only one slot
allocated each year for a pilot training selectee at the MeANG. The application
process for prospective candidates itself is a rigorous task. There are many
forms and prerequisite qualifYing factors that must be completed prior to
candidacy consideration. Some of the prerequisite qualifYing factors include a
Baccalaureate Degree, minimum Air Force Officer QualifYing Test scores, and
maintaining certain physical qualifications.
When a pilot candidate is selected by the Maine Air National Guard
Selection Board, the training process is one of the most rigid training programs
the military has to offer. Pilot training includes a Flight Screening Program
(FSP), attendance at the Academy of Military Science (AMS), Undergraduate
Pilot Training (UPT), LandlWater Survival School, KC-135 Initial Co-Pilot
Crew Training, and finally Home Station Training at the lOIst Refueling Wing,
I
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Bangor Maine (Gleason, 1994).
Before prospective pilots candidates can make plans for attaining the
coveted pilot slot offered each year by the MeANG, the candidates must be sure
to complete all of the necessary paper work and physically qualify. The
following sections outline the process for applying, qualifying, selection, and
training for prospective MeANG pilot candidates as well as describe National
Guard history.

2
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NATIONAL GUARD - HISTORY
The origin of the National Guard's 358 years of service rest with four
Massachusetts Anny National Guard units. In 1636, the townspeople of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony took up their muskets to defend their homes and
families (Full Partners in America's Defense, 1993). The people of the Bay
Colony were the pioneers of the progressive fonnation of National Guard units.
A total of four National Guard units were established during this time (181st
Infantry, 182nd Infantry, lOlst Field Artillery, lOlst Engineer Battalion) and the
organization has since been growing (Gordon, 1993).
The tenn "National Guard" was first used by a New York militia unit on
August 25, 1824 (Gordon, 1993). The name came about as a result of a visit to
New York by the famous veteran of the Continental Anny, the Marquis de
Lafayette, who had made great contributions to America winning its
independence (Gordon, 1993). The honor guard for the French hero voted to
rename itself the "Battalion of National Guards" in tribute to Lafayette's
command of the Paris militia "Garde Nationale." It was after the Civil War that
many states renamed their militia the "National Guard" and the National
Defense Act of 1916 made the tenn mandatory (Gordon, 1993).

3
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The modem image of today's National Guard emerged in 1903, when
congressional legislation (the Dick Act) pushed the federal government into the
picture by establishing procedures for a more direct and active role in
organizing, training, and equipping the National Guard in line with the standards
established for the regular army (Gordon, 1993). On September 18, 1947, with
the establishment of the u.S. Air Force, a new reserve component was
established, the Air National Guard, and since that date, the National Guard
structure has consisted of both the Army and the Air National Guard (Gordon,
1993).
The Air National Guard has been called into action several times in more
recent history. Military conflicts such as the Berlin Crisis, Viet Nam, and most
recently and vitally, Desert Shield/Storm are among sources of involvement for
the Air National Guard. Although the ANG exists primarily for military
utilization in efforts to keep peace, its duties extend to other responsibilities.
According to MSgt Michael P. Gleason, recruiter, MeANG, additional
responsibilities of the ANG in cooperation with the Army National Guard
include assistance with floods, forest fires, tornadoes, snow emergencies, energy
shortages, civil disturbances, police and firefighter strikes, state prison employee

4
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walkouts, and domestic emergencies.

AIR NATIONAL GUARD'S FEDERAL MISSION

The primary mission of the ANG is to keep the skies of America safe
(Ful1 Partners in America's Defense, 1993). When uninvited foreign aircraft
enter American airspace, it is the job of the ANG to show them the door. The
Air National Guard maintains two-thirds of the nation's fighter interceptor force
and more than half of the total reconnaissance force (Ful1 Partners in America's
Defense, 1993). The ANG also provides tactical fighters, air refueling tankers,
airlift, and rescue and recovery capabilities.
AIR NATIONAL GUARD'S STATE MISSION

The impact of the Air National Guard is vital to local areas. When
disaster strikes local1y, the ANG is general1y the first to respond with medical
supplies, rescue equipment, manpower, and other applicable that are needed to
get entire towns back on their feet. The ANG functions under the direct
leadership of the governor of each state (Ful1 Partners in America's Defense,
1993).

5
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KC-135 STRATOTANKER
The Maine Air National Guard, more specifically lOlst Refueling Wing,
is a primary user of the KC-135 Stratotanker. All aspiring pilots that indulge in
the application process of becoming a pilot for the Maine Air National Guard
would ultimately be trained to fly the KC-135. The MeANG operates only the
KC-135, thus pilots that aspire to fly for MeANG have no choice to preference
of aircraft type to be flown. Pilot candidates wishing to fly fighter type aircraft
should investigate other units. Nevertheless, the MeANG has been operating the
KC-135's for many years giving high speed aerial refueling support to other
units and various military aircraft.
Although similar to appearance to the Boeing 707 (see Figure I), its a
common mistake to refer to the KC-135 as a military version of the B-707.
Inversely, the B-707 jet transport, the backbone of the commercial airline fleet,
was developed from the Air Force's KC-135. The KC-135 flew in August 1956,
nearly 18 months before the first B-707 flight (U.S. Air Force, 1990).
The KC-135's primary mission is refueling long range strategic bombers
(U.S. Air Force, 1990). The Stratotanker also supports ever U.S. Air Force and
Air National Guard command that flies air-refuelable aircraft, the U.S. Navy,
6
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and our allies. To be compatible with the variety of aircraft it must refuel, the
KC-135 has two fuel transfer modes. A flying boom is used to refuel bomber,
fighter, reconnaissance and cargo aircraft, while a special drogue adapter is
fitted to the boom for refueling probe-fitted tactical aircraft (Jane's, 1984) The

•

Figure 1
(Apple & Gurney, 1975)
KC-135 Can fly at near sonic speed and at altitudes up to 50,000 feet. These
characteristics allow aircraft to be refueled without slowing down or descending
where jet engines burn fuel more rapidly.
The Air Force and Air National Guard are currently reengining a major
portion of the KC-135 fleet. The aircraft that are reengined incorporate the new
F108-CF-100 turbofan engine which significantly reduce noise, pollution, and
7
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maintenance costs (U.S. Air Force, 1990). The tankers reengined with the
F108-CF-100's are designated as the KC-135R Mode1. There are three types of
models which are illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 2. The Maine Air National
Guard operates the KC-135R Mode1.

Table 1: Characteristics of 2 models of the KC-135 Aircraft

Takeoff Weight
Speed (max)
Engine (4)
Thrust per Engine
Range
Unit Flyaway Cost

A MODEL

E MODEL

297,000lbs
600mph
J57-P-59W
13,750lbs
>5,000 miles
$20.1 million

297,000lbs
600mph
TF33-PW-102
18,000lbs
>5,000 miles
$23.6 million

(U.S. Air Force, 1990)
*Characteristics of the KC-135R Model, flown by the Maine Air National
Guard, is illustrated on the proceeding page.
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Figure 2
(Bums & McDonnell, 1993)

KC-135R Model Characteristics
"'Unit Flyaway Cost for tllismodel is $40.7 Million

Notes:
* Dimensions Not. Shown On Drawing
** Steering Angle 6£' (No Slip)

L

~
I,

Airport Reference Code
Aircraft Range (nautical miles)
Crow Size
Passenger Capacity (Max.)

-

A Maximum Aircraft Ramp

H

T

..

IP

E

~

1,500·2,500 r"n
4
110 S~'lt.s

Weight
322,500 !bs
B. Maximum Aircr<!ft landing
Weight
322,500 ibs
C. Maximum Aircraft Takeoff
Weight
322,500lbs
107'.{)"
**0. Minimum Turning Radius
E. Length (Overall)
135'-1"
F. WingSpan
130'-10"
43'~411
G.
Tail
Span
F
H. Wheel Base
4S'-8"
I. Wheel Track
22'-1"
Jl. Engine from Aircralt
26'.911
Centerline
J2. Engine from Aircraft
45'~911
Centerline
12''{)''
K. Fuselage Width
L Fuselage Height Above
Ground
17'-10"
*M. Forward Crew Door Sill
5'-4"
Height Above Ground
*N. Aft Crew Door Sin Height
Not Available
Above Ground
Q
O. Engine Clearance Above
Ground (Inboard/Outboard) l'_6 11/3' -411
P. Wing Tip Vertical Clearance 11':9"
Q. Tail Height
41'-8"
*R. Main Cargo Door Sill Height
10'.0"
Above Ground

71/'- D

D-IV

9

145,591
kg
.

,

I!
,

146,591kg ,
I

146,591kg :
I
32.60m
41.17rn
S9.88rn
13.21 rn
i3.92m
e.73m
8,15m
13.95m
3.66m
S.44rn
1.63m

0.46m/l.02m
3.5Sm
12.70m
3.0Sm
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FiguTt! 3
.
(Left) KC-I3S refuehng
F-15 aircraft.
(Hagerty'. 1993)
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Figure 4
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(Jolly. 1994)
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Figure 5
Boom operators view from the KC·135
(Jon)", 1994)

0-"
"

.'r
Figure 6
View of flying bllom
refueling another
USAF aircraft
(Full Partners in
in Amcricn's Defense,
1993)
Figure 7
KC-135 refueling a 8-52 Bomber
(Janes, 1984)
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APPLYING FOR PILOT CANDIDACY
To apply for pilot candidacy through the Maine Air National Guard, one
must understand that there will be extensive paperwork involved to even be
considered as a pilot candidate. First, a prospective candidate must contact the
recruiting office at the Maine Air National Guard to express interest in
becoming a pilot candidate and obtain the various forms that will eventually
complete the file of a pilot candidate. The application period is January 1 thru
February 28 each year (JOIst AREFW, 1994).
To complete a file for pilot candidacy and be eligible for an interview,
applicants must have provided the MeANG with all of the following forms
before February 28 to be considered:
•

Completed AFOQ exam & results

•

Application for Appointment in the Air National Guard
2pgs (see appendix I)

•

Application for Appointment as Reserves of the Air
Force/ 4pgs (see appendix II)

•

Maine Air National Guard Flight Candidate Pre
Medical Questionnaire/Report of Medical History/ 2pgs
(see appendix III)

12
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•

USAF Drugs and Alcohol Abuse Certificate/ 2pgs (see
appendix IV)

•

Drug and Alcohol Test Acknowledgement! 1pg (see
appendix V)

•

National Agency Questionnaire (NAQ) (DD Form 398
2) 4 pgs with extensive instructions (see appendix VI)

•

Provide chronological history of military/civilian
experience and education (resume)

•

Provide a certified college transcript with an embossed
seal.

All of the above mentioned forms must be completed prior to February 28
to be considered as a pilot candidate (Gleason, 1994).

13
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AIR FORCE OFFICER QUALIFYING TEST
One of the first steps in the application process for a pilot slot with the
MeANG is to complete the Air Force Officer QualifYing Test (AFOQ). The
AFOQ is a standardized exam that measures aptitudes used to select candidates
for officer commissioning programs and specific commissioned officer training
programs. It is based on analyses of tasks required for student pilots,
navigators, and officers. This exam is similar in nature to the GRE exam that
most students complete prior to applying to graduate school.
The revised current AFOQ, which became operational in 1987, consists of
sixteen multiple choice sub-tests (Weiner, 1990). The order in which these subtests are administered, the number of items in each subtest, and the time limit
for each subtest are illustrated in Table 2. The sub-test scores are combined to
generate one or more of five composite scores used to help predict success in
certain types of Air Force training programs. The five AFOQ composites are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pilot
Navigator-technical
Academic Aptitude
Verbal
Quantitative
(Weiner, 1990)
14
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illustrated-in Table 3_ Each of the five composites are worth 100 percentage
Table 3 (Weiner, 1990)
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points, for a maximum score of 500 cumulative points (Weiner, 1990). There is
no penalty for incorrect answers because the test score is based solely upon the
number of correct answers. It is to the advantage of the examinee to guess on
the remaining questions if the allotted time is about to expire.

How are AFOQ scores important jor tile pilot selection process jor tile
MeANG?
According to MSgt Michael P. Gleason, Recruiter, Maine Air National
Guard, the AFOQ scores are heavily weighted during the pilot candidate
selection process. Candidates are only allowed to take the test once! There are
rare exceptions to the rule, but candidates have one chance to meet minimum
qualification requirements for pilot candidacy as it pertains to the AFOQ.
According to MSgt Patti Dudley, the AFOQ is administered approximately once
every month at each Air Force and Air National Guard installation. Minimum
AFOQ scores are outlines in the "Qualifications" portion of this report.

16
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QUALIFICATIONS
The Maine Air National Guard Undergraduate Pilot Training program
(UPT) is a competitive and challenging endeavor. According to MSgt Patti
Dudley, the selection of pilot candidates for the MeANG has been very
competitive over the last few years due to the mass number of qualified pilots
that have flooded the market. Qualifications play a key role when the selection
board attempts to choose the most feasible pilot candidate. Since the pilot
candidate selection is not entirely centralized, each guard unit has limited
independence in establishing additional minimum qualifications that may exceed
the National Guard Bureau's minimum qualifications. According to a recent
memo issued by Lt.Col. Don E. Reynolds, Coordinator of UPT Selection Board,
the minimum qualifications have been revised for the 1994 pilot candidate
selection. The memo was supplied by MSgt Michael P. Gleason, MeANG
Recruiter, and can be reviewed in Appendix VB.
The minimum qualifications for pilot candidate selection as outlined by
the lOlst Air Refueling Wing, Maine Air National Guard, Bangor, are as
follows:
•

A four year Baccalaureate Degree
17
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•

Be between ages 201/2 and 261/2

•

Hold a Class I flight Physical

•

Hold at least a private pilot license or at least 60-99 flying hours

•

Minimum AFOQ Scores:
Pilot 70%
Navigator - 70%
Analytical - 50%
Verbal 50%
Quantitative - 50%

•

Minimum Basic Attributes test - 40%

•

Height requirements between 64" to 76"

•

Weight should closely parallel height

•

A unit member and or resident of Maine (desirable)

•

Pass USAF flight physical consisting of:
20/20 uncorrected vision
Hearing - no significant loss
Blood pressurelEKG
Lab work
Dental Check (any cavity automatically disqualifies applicant)

Once an individual has met all of the above mentioned requirements,
he/she may be selected to be interviewed by a preliminary selection board at the
Bangor ANG base. Travel to the Bangor ANG is at the applicants expense.
18
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PILOT SELECTION
Pilot candidate selection for the Maine Air National Guard is completed
by a selection board comprised of MeANG flying officers. The selection board
reviews the applicants records, which includes a review of past history, college
transcripts, and other information collected during the processing period. The
selection board generally convenes in late May to review applicant records and
conduct interviews for those deemed qualified. According to MSgt Patti
Dudley, annually approximately 100 persons apply for the pilot slot available
through the MeANG, of which approximately less than ten are qualified for the
position.
The selection of the pilot candidate is made using the "total person"
concept (10 1st AREFW, 1994). While all of the previously mentioned factors
are looked at very carefully, generally selection is based on those individuals
who will most likely contribute to the unit once they have returned from
training. Therefore, while previous flight time is definitely a plus, it is not the
sole consideration for being selected for pilot training.
Applying for pilot candidacy is very similar to applying for a job. The
interview process is very formal, the selection board asks questions to find out
19
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what kind of person candidates are, and the board is interested in knowing the
"real you."
At the conclusion of the selection for pilot candidacy, a minimum of three
finalists are selected (one primary and two alternates) (JOist AREFW, 1994).
The final ranking will be accomplished after Basic Attributes Testing Scores
(BAT Scores l

)

and physical results are complete.

Upon being selected as the pilot candidate for the Maine Air National
Guard, the applicant must realize his total military obligation and his obligation
to the MeANG. Total military obligation consists of seven years of service
upon graduation from UPT, and applicants will be required to perform full-time
duties for as long as three years after being sworn into the Maine Air National
Guard, after which, pilots assume reserve status.

IBAT testing consists of computer generated hand-eye coordination
exercises designed to provide data on pilot aptitude (JOist AREFW,1994)

20
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TRAINING
Once a pilot candidate is selected for duties with the Maine Air National
Guard, the training process begins almost immediately proceeding selection.
According to MSgt Patti Dudley, pilot candidates that are selected late in the
month of May generally begin training in June. MSgt Michael P. Gleason,
Recruiter, Maine Air National Guard, volunteered the following information in
an interview as a typical training schedule for MeANG pilot candidates:

Flight Screening Program (FSP), Lackland AFB, TX

The initial phase of training for pilot candidates begins with FSP. This
training program is an introduction to military procedures, checklists, and
attitudes. A typical training day starts at 6:00am and ends at 6:00pm, five days
a week. During this training program, a pilot candidate flies approximately 5-11
hours in a T-41 (Cessna 172) until soloed. There are waivers available for prior
service personnel who already maintain the flight requirement. The duration of
this program is approximately three weeks.

21
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Academy of Military Science (AMS) Mcghee Tyson ANGB, Knoxville, TN
The second training facility attended by pilot candidates is AMS. AMS
teaches basic military training, military customs and courtesies, professional
development, and leadership. Typically, this is the most difficult form of formal
physical training during the entire training process. Candidates must run 1 1/2
miles in 12 minutes or less prior to graduating. Candidates successfully
completing AMS graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant. The duration of this program is
six weeks.

Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT)

Reese AFB, Lubbock, TX
Columbus AFB, Columbus, MS
Vance AFB, Enid, OK
Laughlin AFB, Del Rio, TX

The third and most lengthy portion of the flight training agenda is UPT.
UPT is the actual flight training. Two to three weeks prior to flying, candidates
will learn all about aircraft systems, aerodynamics, and experience physiological
training (altitude chamber). Primary flight training begins on the T-37 (Cessna
Twin Engine Jet). Estimated flight time in this aircraft is approximately 90
hours including aerobatics, landing patterns, instrument training, formation
flying, and cross country training. During advanced training in this program,
22
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pilot will fly the T-38 (Twin Engine Supersonic Jet) for an estimated 110 hours
focusing on cross country flight and formation work. The duration of this
training session is approximately 11 months.

LandlWater Survival School Fairchild AFB, Spokane, WA

The next phase of training consists of learning various survival
techniques. The first 4 to 5 days of instruction include escape and evasion
techniques, techniques to avoid giving the enemy information, and survival
techniques utilizing radios and flares. The next set of techniques taught in this
training program include survival in the forest. Commonly referred to as "the
Trek" by various MeANG pilots, this training session teaches candidates how to
make tents and sleeping bags out of parachutes, informs about edible plants and
animal trapping, and actually living in the woods for 4

112

days with little food.

After "the Trek," pilots in training enjoy the comforts of a realistic simulated
P.O.W camp. Water survival is the last set of techniques taught during this
phase of training. During water survival training, candidates learn about
survival if ditching is imminent at sea, how to use water survival equipment,
how to avoid sharks, and how to make drinking water from sea water. The

23
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duration of this training session is 17 days.

KC-I35 Initial Co-Pilot Crew Training Castle AFB, CA
Finally, after over a year of training, MeANG .pilot selectees begin pilot
proficiency training on the KC-135 type aircraft. Pilots learn procedures and
techniques for the KC-135 in all phases of flight Co-pilot duties and
responsibilities, and crew coordination is emphasized. The duration of this
phase of training is approximately 15 weeks.

Home Station Training Bangor, Maine
The final phase of the training process is home station training. This
phase of training teaches pilots local rules and procedures associated with flying
in the lOIst AREFW. The duration of this phase of formal training is 45 days 2

*

Total formal training for Maine Air National Guard Pilot Selectees

approximated 1

1/2

years of training time (Dudley, 1994).

2All information concerning the training program was provided by MSgt
Michael P. Gleason, Recruiter, lOIst AREFW, MeANG, personal interview.
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CONCLUSION
Overall, the pilot candidate selection and the pilot training process for the
Maine Air National Guard is very challenging and competitive. It is not an
endeavor that everyone can pursue. Some aspiring MeANG pilots are ineligible
as early as birth due to physical disqualifications (i.e. poor eyesight). Others are
disqualified by attaining insufficient scores on the AFOQ exam. Those that are
remaining must be in excellent physical shape, be between the ages of 20
26

1/2,

1/2

and

and should be prepared for intense competition from other qualified

candidates vying for the same position.
Although competition is ardent for the one position as a Maine Air
National Guard pilot selectee, the tangible and intangible benefits are well worth
the hard work. The chance to fly the military's most advanced flying machinery
is incentive enough for some prospective pilots. Some join the military to build
flight experience at the government's expense so that they are qualified for many
commercial airline positions. Whatever the motive, there are many advantages
to becoming a Maine Air National Guard pilot.
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APPENDIX I

Application for Appointment in the Air
National Guard
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I

Screening Checklist .
APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT
in the Air National Guard.

IILUTHORITl:

~RINCIPAL.

t

10
USES:

U~~

8'7; EO 9'97

Provides

nece~S4ry lnform~tfon

to deTermine

appOIntment In the Air National Guard of the United Stotes.
ke positIve Identification of on appllcant and records.
OUTiNE USES:

for yhat jco are you
applying?

It applicant meets qualifications establIShed for

Use of

socra'

Security Number (SSNJ Is necessary to

To mak.e selections and tender appointment In commissioned grades. to evaluoTe quellffca'tions for

assignment to various career areas, and to determIne avord of constructIve servIce credit, I!.~ny •.
VOLUNTARY, however If Information Is not provIded, oil further processIng Is termlnotea.

IIIISCL~SURE '~

I.

N_:

•

(First)

llost)

-,.

I
1
l:
.
I
4..

HOme Address:

--:-:-:-"-:--:-:-::----:=-:--:::--::::-:--;-;;---:--:---CStreet.Address/P.O. Box/Rural Route)

W~ot Is your Dote of

(Clty/Stote/ZIP.4)
(TT)
0+11

12.

(00).

Blrt~?

'

5.

Phone

I

I

ONe

1tre you a U.S. Citizen? DYES

Whet Is your current heIght?

--

••••elght?

o

00 you weer glasses or contact lenses?
List

No

_

•• • helr colOf""?

DYES

••• eye color1

----

_

college, pos't-greduete, InternshIp, residency,. or fellowship educatIon progrems whIch you hove
or In which you ore currently enrol led (use additional shee't,. It necessary):

ell

NAME

or

FROM/TO

SCHOO..

YRS COIof'L

MAJOR SUBJECT

TYPE

or

DEGREE

----------

Whot Is your current mar Ital sTetus?

o

Single

Is your SpOuse or any family member In this unit?

Dc you heve any dependents under the ege of 18?

0
0
0

MarrIed

No
No

0
0

o
YES

o

Seporo'ted

Divorced

o

Widowed

lW~oll

YES (How many?)

1

lore you currently employed ~Ith ANY agency of the U.S. Government?

11'.

110'10 you eyer been

3.

Home

Whet Is your generel phys fcol conditIon?

1'-11 •

SSN:

Work Phone:

ompleted,

1
1°·

2.
lMlddle Nome)

o

No

CWhlch

DYES

agency,

ond

here Is l't located1J

_'nor

orrested,

or

Indlc'ted, or conylcted for ony vloletlon of clyll or mr'ltery lawCexcludlng

trefflc vlolotlons)for whIch 0 fine or forfeIture of $25

more was Imposed?

0

No

0

YES

(STate

nome ond place of court, dote, neture of offense,. ond disposition (resultr'of case:) (Add'i sheet It necessary):

1'------------------
15.

I.

form

Are you a conscientious obJec'tor?

No

0

YES

Aro you now,. or have you ever been oft Illoted "11th any orgonlzotfon or movement whlch seeks to alter our
of

Ivement,.

1

o

Government

by

unconstltutlonol

or members thereot?

0

No

0

means,

or

sympothetlcal Iy

~ssocroted

YES (Describe or2Bive detolls:)

with

~ny

such

organiZaTion,

•

I

17. Have you eyer been dlsenrolled or elimInated from e mf I (taiY commIssIonIng program, Including any
Reserve OffIcer Training Corps (ROTC) program?
No
YES (Explain In "REMARKS")

0

0

,s .. (FlIght applicants only:) Have you ever discontinued or been elIminaTed, for any reason, from any
mIlItary or civIlIan flIght trainIng program?
No
YES (ExplaIn In "REMARKS")

0

19.

120.
21.

1

(Flight applIcants only:)

0

Have you ever failed to pass a milItary or FAA flIght physical?
No
YES (ExplaIn In "REMARKS")

00 you currently hold a cIvIl aeronautical ratIng?

o

o

No

0

0

YES

Ratlng:

_

List below any prIor mIlitary servIce you have completed, or In whIch you NOW partIcipate:

OATES
FROM - TO

HIGHEST
GRADE

MILITARY
CO....aNENT

DUTYI
51< I LL

ACTIVE DUTY or
GUARDIRESERVE?

1-----------------

1
1
1

22 .

-----------
Old you receive an Honorable Dlshcarge for al I periods listed In 21, above?

23. Were you ever rejected for/by any 01 the servlces 11sted In 22, above?
when and where rejected, and reason or cause:),
24.

If you have prevIously served as

8

c=J

DYes
No

0

0

YES

NO (ExplaIn)
(Specify

commIssioned clftee"':

0
0
I
0
0
0
0
I
I best
I certify that the inform~tion provided by me on this form is true and correct to the
of my knowledge and belief.
I
Date
I FULL SIGNATURE (First, Middle, &Last Names)
Remarks: (Please refer to Item Numbers to which remarks pertain, if applicable):
I
I
I
I
29
I
I 3099/1.2C
a.

Dldldo you have an aeronautical ratIng?

b.

Were you ever consIdered but not selected for promotIon?

c.

Were you ever separated for hardship, dependency, Inability to perform Federal service, or physical

dIsabilIty?

No

___

YES (SpecIfy reason):

No

YES

Ratlng:
No

_

YES

_
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APPENDIX II

Application for Appointment as Reserves
of the Air Force
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I
I I
I
I
",:--

APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT AS RESERVES OF THE AIR FORCE
OR USAF WITHOUT COMPONENT

I VI

APPOINTMENT AS A RESERVE
MEMBER Of THE AIR fORCE

feDERAL RECOGNITION AND APPOINTMENT
AS A RESERVE MEMBER Of THE AIR fORCE

OMS APPROVAL NO. 0701-0096

Expires:

I

Sep 30. '994

APPOINTMENT AS A USAf MEMBER
WITHOUT COMPONENT

AUTHORiTY: 10 U.S.C. 591, Rossf'rIe Compo"enls Qualificarions; EO 9397.
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: Provides nec8s$~fOrmation to determine if applicant meels qualifications established for appOintment as a Reserve (ANGUS and USAFRJ or
itl the USAF wilhoul component. Use of
is necessary to make posi.ive idenlificaliun of an applicant and his Of her records.
ROUTINE USE: None.

D~CLOSI 'iRE-if:: ':U::U'7iNTARY:

If

in/ormat,on

I"'

no' "' ....."iried all 'Ilr her nmc·..·..i~

j.,

·ennin .. ·...A

PUDhc reporting. burden lor this cotleclJon is estimated to average 20 minutes per response. IneWlng the time for revlCWing Instructions, searching da1a
sources. gathering and maintaining the data needed. and completing and rBVJeWing the coIJecllOfl of Information. Send comments regarding this burden
estimate or any other aspect of this collection of inlormation. induding suggestions tor reducing thiS burden. to Department 0' Defense, Washington
Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and ReportS. 1215 Jefferson Davts Highway, Suite 1204. Ar1i~ton VA 22202-4302, and to·
ttle Office 01 Management and Budge~ Paperwork ReduCban Project 0701·0096. Wastlington DC 20503. Ptease DO NO RETURN form to either of
these addresses. Return It to your recruiter, base ESO. Reserve CBPO, or UOit commander, as applicable.
INSTRUCTIONS
Complete this form i" lho espies. Use typewriter or print clearly In ink Sign each copy separately Check the type of appointment, under the form
tItle, for which you are applying. upon termination from active duty. travel entitlements are based on the ,nformatlon you enter In .tem 6. "Home of
Rec.ord (HOR)," Once recorded. the HOR may not be changed. If additional space IS requtred. continue In Item 33. "Remarks"
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I
I
I o
I lEG 0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2. DATE

I. TO,

3. FROM: (Last Name. First Name. MidOle Namel

4. SSN •

6. HOME Of RECORD (HOR) (Include zip COde)

7. PLACE OF BIRTH (City. State, COUntry)

8. MAILING ADDRESS

9.

(tf other thdn HOR. include zip cOde)

S. DATE OF BIRTH (DdY,

Mo~th.

Year)

PERSON TO BE NOTIFIED IN CASE OF EMERGENCY (Name. relationship &
addrfm)

I SINGLE I I MARRIED TO MIlITARY I I MARRIED TO CIVILIAN I I SEPARATED I I DIVORCED I I WIDOWED
I ~ YES I I NO (tf yes, c/leek appropriate item) J J BIRTH
T NATURALIZATION

10. MARITAL STATUS

11. DEPENDENTS
(Orner than spouse,
no. dependent com·
plerely upon you)

12. U.S. CITIZEN

IF YOU ARE A U. S. CITIZEN BY OWN NATURALIZATION. STATE THE DATE. NUMBER OF CERTIFICATE, AND COURT

13. ADDRESS OF LOCAL SELECTIVE SERVICE BOARD (IncJuae zip cOde)

14. SELECTIVE SERVICE NUMBER

15. DRAn CLASSIFICATION

16. I UNDERSTAND I AM BEING CONSIDERED FOR APPOINTMENT:
To fill an active force requirement and agree to remain on active Outy for the periOd specified in pertinent regulations (AFRs 45-26, 45·48, and 36-51)

My geographic preference of assignment is

do

0

. I will be available to enter active duty on

do not requ;re at leasT 30 days notice to enter aClive duty.

To fill an authorized position vacancy in the Ready Reserve.

I further understand that if I have not previously incurred a military service Obligation (MSOJ. that I will incur an MSO and I have been briefed on what
my M50 will be (
) (Initials)

17. EDUCATION
TYPE OF
SCHOOL

NAME OF SCHOOL

DATES ATIENDED
FR (DMY)

TO (DMY)

MAJOR SUBJECT

NO. YRS
COMPL

GRAD

YES

NO

TYPE OF
DEGREE

SECONDARY
AND OTHER

COLLEGE,

POST·

GRADUATE,
INTERNSHIP,

RESIDENCY.

FELLOWSHIP,

ETC.

MILITARY

-

'B. OTHEA SUBJECTS SP£CIALIZED IN (Include certificarion by American SpecSlt Boards and dare of certif/carion)
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PREVIOUS EDITlor·1S

:.Re OBSOLETE
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19. PHYSICIANS ONLY
do

do not

d~re trClining in aviation meditine

20. CHRONOLOGICAL STATEMENT OF SERVICE AND TRAINING IN ANY COMPONENT OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES (Include service academies and preparatory
scnools (Reserve Off:cer Training Corps (ROTO. Officer Training School (OTS). Health Professions SCnOIarship Program (HPSPJ, etc.)
DATES A nENDED

FR (DMY)

TO (DMY)

ORGANIZATION
(Type and service)

HIGHEST

GRADE

21. ARE YOU CUARENTLV A MEMBER OF ANY BRANCH OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES?
YES -

NO (If yes, provide branch of uniformed service)

22.

ACTIVE DUTY
OR RESERVE

SERVICE
NUMBER

DUTY

WAe ALL 0nHARGES HONORABLE?
YES

NO

23. WERE YOU EVER NONS ELECTED fDA PROMOTION TO AN OFFICER GRADE IN ANY BRANCH Of THE UNIFORMED SERVICES?
YES

NO (If yes, prollide branch of uniformed serv.ice)

24. WERE YOU SEPARATED OR ARE YOU PENDING SEPARATI~N FROM ANY BRANCH OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES FOR CAUS~ OR WERE YOU SEPARATED OR
ARE YOU PENDING SEPARATION FROM COMMISSIONED TATUS IN ANY BRANCH OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES DUE TO N NOUALIFIED, NONSELECT, OR
DEFERRAL FOR PROMOTION?
YES

NO (If yes, provide the branch of the uniformed service, reason for separation aerion, and dafe of separation, if applicable)

25. H4VE YOU PREVIOUSLY MADE APPLICATION AND BEEN REJECTED FOR COMMISSIONING BY ANY COMPONENT OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES?
YES

NO (If yes, please state when ana where rejected, and cause)

26. CHRONOLOGICAL STATEMENT Of CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT, INCLUDING PART-TIME POSITIONS. (If additional space /s required, contmue in "REMARKS"
seerion)

- fROM· TO

(Day, month, year)

EMPLOYED BY (Give name and aadress (0 include zip cOde)

fULL OR PART TIME

MONTHLY SALARY

..

POSITION AND DUTIES

REASON FOR lERMINATlON

fROM· TO (Day, month, year)

EMPLOYED BY (Give name and address to include zip cOde)

POSITION AND DUTIES

FULL OR PART TIME

MONTHLY SALARY

REASON FOR TERMINATION

fROM· TO JDay. month, year)

EMPLOYED BY (Give name and address lO include zip cOde)

POSITION AND DUTIES

FULL OR PART TIME

MONTHLY SALARY

REASON FOR TERMINATION

FROM - TO (Day, month, year)

EMPLOYED BY (Give name ana adaress to include zip cOde)

POSITION AND DUTIES

FULL OR PART TIME

MONTHLY SALARY

REASON FOR TERMINATION

27. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN·IN'VOLlJ'ED, ARRESTED, INDICTED, OR CONVICTED ClNCLUDING PRETRIAL DIVERSION) FOR ANY VIOLATION OF CIVIL OR MILITARY
LAW, INCLUDING NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENT PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 1S Of THE UCMJ, OR MINOR TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS?
NO (ff yes, please explain below. List all offenses charged againSl you reoarciless ot final disposition, inCluding sirualions where the
involvement has nOl been recorded locally or the record has been ordered sealed or expunged by (he court.)

OFFENSE

·AF FpRM 24, JAN 92

PLACE

DATE

i

AGE

DISPOSITION OF CHARGE

COURT
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I
I

~c:r:- \$ ~ 1&10$""'"

"1»

29.

ARE YOU A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR? (A consCIentious objector is defin«J as: One wllo has or had a firmed. fixed. and sincete objection to
panic/pation in war in any form or to bearing of arms because of ~ligious training or belief (whiCh includes SOlely moral or ~;CI' btii«s.,

10.

ARE YOU NOW OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN AFFILIATED WITH ANY ORGANIZAnON OR MOVEMENT THAT SEEKS TO ALTER OUR FORM OF GOVERNMENT
BY UNCONST1TUnONAL MEANS. OR SYMPATHETICALLY ASSOCIATED WITH ANY SUCH ORGANIZAnON. MOVEMENT. OR MEMBERS THEREOn

nYES nNO

nyES nNO

1'.

ARE THERE ANY OTHER UNFAVORABLE INCIDENTS IN YOUR LIFE WHICH YOU BELIEVE MAY REFLECT UPON YOUR LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT OR UPON YOUR ABILITY TO PERFORM THE DUTIES WHICH YOU MAY BE CALLED UPON TO UNDERTAKE?

32.

HEALTH CARE PRACTmONERS ONLY

nyES nNO
A.

B.

(If yes, please descn"be.)

LIST ALL STATE MEDICAUNURSE LICENSES HELD CURRENTLY OR AT ANY TIME IN THE PAST

STATE IN WHICH LICENSED

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..

(If yes, please describe.)

DATE LICENSED

EXPIRATION DATE

STATE IN WHICH LICENSED

DATE LICENSED

EXPlRAnON DATE

APPUCANT MUST INITIAL EACH QUESTION

1'1

HAVE YOU EVER HAD ANY OFrlE ABOr;TATE LlCENSE{S) SUSPENDED OR REVOKED?

(21

HAVE YOU EVER VOLUNTAAILriURAENrlED OR FAILED TO RENEW·ANY OF THE ABOVE STATE LICENSES?

131

HAVE YOU EVER HAD ANy MEDICAL CLAIMS, SEnLEMENTS. JUDICIAL. OR ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUDICATION OR ANY OTHER RESOLVED
OR OPEN CHARGES OF INAPPROPRIATE. UNETHICAL, UNPROFESSIONAL. OR SUBSTANDARD MEDICAL CARE?

(4)

HAVE YOU EVER HAD YOUR PROFESSIONAL PRIVILEGES WITHDRAWN, DENIED, OR RESTRICTED BY ANY HEALTH CARE INSTITUTION OR
LICENSING ORGANIZATION. OR HAVE .YOU EVER VOLUNTARILY SURRENDERED YOUR PRIVILEGES?

(Initials)

YES

(Initials)

(Initials)

(InitialS)

(51
161

YES

ARE YOU BOARD ELIGIBLE?
(InitialS)

NO

nYES nNO

nYES nNO

ARE YOU BOARD CERTIFIED? n
(Initials)

NO

n
n
n

(If

yes, please ellp/a;n in -REMARKS.·'

(If yes. please explain

(If

in "REMARKS. "J

yes. please explain in -REMARKS. -)

(If yes. please explain in -REMARKS.-)

n
YES
YES

n

NO

(If

no, please explain in "REMARKS.-)

NO

(If

no. please explain in "REMARKS. -)

III

HAVE YOU EVER TAKEN THE WRlnEN AnOR ORAL PORTION OF YOUR BOARD AND FAILED?

(BI

DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE OR RETAKE YOUMOARDS IN THE FUTURE?

(Initials)
(InitialS)

B. REMARKS

YES
YES

NO
NO

(tf yes. please explain

in -REMARKS. ..)

(tf yes, when?

" no. explain in "REMARKS.")

(If ac;Jc;Jitional space is needed. continue on paoe 4. Be sure to identify item number.)

I understand that any false or incomplete information knOWingly prOVided on or With thiS application may be grounds for not employing or accessing
With the Air Force. or grounds for dismissing or releasing me from active
PRINTED OR TYPED NAME (First, Middle. and Last Name)

AF FORM 24, JAN 92

d33' If already employed or serving
SIGNATURE (First, Middle. and Ust Name)
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!Continued)
ITEM
IDENTIFY THE ITEM NUMBER AND EXPLAIN IN THIS SPACE (If aaditional space is required. use full sneets of paper. Write your name and SSN on
NO.

J
J
l

eaen

Sheet.)

l
I

I
~

f

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.

.

•

~
~~
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APPENDIX III

Report of Medical History
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I Pr_
1
1
1
·1
I

MAINE AIR GUARD FLIGHT CANDIDATE PRE-MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE

STANDARD fORM S3
REV. DCTDI£R 1974

by W/ICIIR

APPROVED
ornCE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET No. 29- ROt91

flRIlI (41 ell) 201-e-505

REPORT OF MEDICAL HISTORY
(THIS INfORIIAnON IS fOR omcw. AIID IIEDICAUY-CONflDEIITW. USE OIll.Y AIID W1U IIOT BE REJEasED YO

1. LAST NAME-FiRST NAME-MIDDLE NAME

3. HOME ADDRESS (No••

~

POSGIIS)

2. SOCIAL SECURITY OR IDENTIFICATION NO.

",,'.ot RFD, citr or town. Stat•• and ZIP COOE)

5. !ThIs sp8ce reserved)

4. POSITION (title, .,ade. component)

•. ll.'\1'e

7. EXAMINING FACILITY OR EXAMINER. AND ADDRESS
fnCIUde ZIP Code)

01st USAF Clinic, Bangor, ME 04401

II. STATEMENT OF' EXAMINE£"S PRESENT HfALTH AND MEDICATIONS CURRENTLY USED ('oIlow II, d ••criptiOn oIl'8at IIII.,OI'J'. if complaint ••datll)

1
1
I
1

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'0 HAVE YOU EVER (PI••••
YES

10. DO YOU (PI•••• chlldc ••ch item)

chea aeclt Item)

NO

YES

(Chect each itam'

(CIte« .KIt item)

NO

Wear at..... or contllct Ian...

UYed with anyone who-had tuberculc."
CoUChed up blood

Haw vtalon In both .,..

Bled ucnatv.ty art., injury or tooth utl'Ktton

WN' a h•• n"- aid

.ummer h.bitu.l.,.

Attempted suicide

Stutt.r or

Been .....pw.lnr

W••r • bl'Ke or b.ck support

11. HAYE YOU EYER HAD OR HAVE YOU NOW CPr.... c"edr et left of '-eh It.m)
YES

DON'T

NO KNOW

CC"ecJr .ach Itam)

YEl;

DON'T
NO KNOW

CChecJl: .aclt It.m)

DON'T

CCheck aacll Ibm)

NO KNOW

"'Trick" or loc:JI:ed knee

Scerlet fewr••.,..lpela

Cramps In )'OUr 1..-

Rh.umatlc fever

f~uent

Swollen or painful Joints

StoNdl.. liwr.... intutinl' tn:la....

.~re

YES

.

Indllntion

Foot troubl.

Nou_

GIn bl8dd" trouble or ..II. . . .

Pa,..I)'Sis (lnclud. Inflntlle)

DIZZln... or '1lntina: .pella

Jlundlce or h.p.tltl,

EpU.PS)' or ftb

~,.

Adv.rse ruction to .. rum. dIU"

Frequent or

h••dache

troubl.

Car. train.... or ai, s~a

or macUcine

Ear. nose. or throat trouble

Frequent trouble slMPI".

H••rlnl lou

Broken bon_

D.pres.lon or axceaalw -...orr,.

Chronic or 'requent colds

Tumor. Irowtt'I. cyst. cancer

Loa, of memory or .mn....

Sew,. tooth or lum trouble

Rupture/h.ml.

N.rvous trouble of .n)' sort

Sinusitis

PU.. or rectal dl.....

Period, of uncon",ou.n. .

Hay Fever

Frequent or painful

Head Injury

Bed wattlna since . . . 12

Skin dl......

Kldn.)' stone or blood In urine

Thyroid troubt.

$ua:ar or albumin In urine

Tubarculosla

VO-SJPIIU... IOno""".a. etc.

A.thma

Recent lain or lou of wel&M

Shortn..s of breath

AttbtlUl. . . . . .titm. or Bul'litla

P.ln or pm.u,. In chest

Bon'. joint or other daf<:)tf"llty

Chronic couch

Lam.n. .

-..

.~.

urlnli~

Palpitation or poundln, he.rt

Loa. of fin• ., or toe .

H••rt troubl.

'Iitlfal ... ''trtdl'' . . .1,., or lit.:.

ilia .,.tad , . • '_I. dbordar

HIII' or low blood pmsu,.

Recurnnt back pain

Ha4 I cJsanp 1ft IMIIItnIaI PlItIwa

12. fEMALES ONLY: HAVE YOU EVER

.

13. WHAT IS YOUR USUAL OCCUPATION'

10lst USAF/Clinic OVerprmt 5/90
1101 MSS/RS MIg2 Adptl

jO

o

o

14. ARE yoU CCheclr on.)
Rllht h.nded

Left hlnded

93-103-ll2
EXCEPTION TO .P' II
APPROVED BY OIRM IZ/IJ

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

YES NO

CHECK EACH ITEM YES OR NO. EVERY ITEM CHECKED vES MUST BE fULLY EXPLAINED IN BLANK SPACE ON RIGHT

15. H • .,.

yOu bIIan r.fus.d employment or
bIIen unable tt» hold • job or Itay In
achool becliUH of:
A. Sensitivity to chemical., dUlt, I ...n·

l!&ht. etc.

8. Inability to perform cartaln motions.
C. Inability to ••• ume cartaln position•.

D. Other medical reasons
, .. .011•• )

(If " . ,

,ive

16. Have yOu eonr bean t,••ted 'or a mental
c:ondltionl til
.peclfy when, whe',.

f:Ja.

and .in d",i .,.

-

17. Hew you ever been denied life Inlur
ancel {II ,.a. .tata ,.••on and· ,in
d.,.I1..,

II. Have you had. or have ~u btIan advis.d
to hne, any ope,ations {It ya., de.cribe

and ,ive _,. at which occurred.'

II. Have you ever been a patient In any type
01 hospital.' (II ye', specify whan. wh.....
wft)', and nama ot doeror and complet.
addteu 01 hc.pit.'.)

ZOo Ha.,. you eva, had any IIIn... or Injury

wII.,.,

other than tho. . al,.,dy noted? (If yea,
apeclfy when,
and 11ft detail•. j

21. H.ve you con.ulted or been treated by
dlnies. physicians, heal.rs, or oth.r
p,.ctltloners within the P.st 5 years for
other than minor IIIn.....' eft ~•.•ive
complet. add,... of doctor. hOlPita'.
cI'nic. and deta",,)

r-'

22. Hav. you ev.r baen rejected for mlllt.ry

Mrvice becaUH of physical, m.ntal. or
other .....on.' CIt
.iva d.t. and
.....on tor releetion.

23. Have )'OU ever been dlsch.,.ed from
mlJlta:r. .ervlce NcaU" of physic.l•
....nt., or oth.r reason.' 0'
.,ve
date. rea.on, and ~P. of dachar••:
whether honorab'e, of .r than honorab'••
lor unfitn... or un.uitabJllty.)

C"

uC

24. Haw you wer received, ls there pendln.,
or h.ve
applied tor pen.ion or
compen ion lor pistin. dtubil:l;' fit
)'e••• peclfy wltat Idnd• .,-anted' by
om,
and wtlat amount, wll.n. wit1'.)
I certify that I haw reviewed the Io,..olna Information .upplied by ma and that It I. trutI and complete to the beat of my knowIed&a.
I .vthoriJ:e .ny of the doctors, hospital•• or clinics mentioned .bove to turnlsh the Government a comptete tranllCrtpt of my medical record for purpos..
of procnslna: my application tor thl. employment or . .mC8.
TYPED OR PRINTED NAME OF EXAMINEE

I

SIGNATURE
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(
USAF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE CERTIFICATE
(THIS FORM IS SUBJEcr TO THE PRIVACY Acr OF 7974 . USE AF FORM BB3)

SECTION I. DEFINITION OF TERMS
AIR FORCE: Includes active Air Force, Air Force Reserve. Air National Guard. and Air Force Academy.
ALCOHOL ABUSE: Alcohol use c.onflrmed by c.ompetent medIcal authority that the individual is emotionally. mentally, or physically dependent on
alcohol. NOTE: When not confirmed by medical authorit~ seJf·admltted alcohol use that leads to a person's misconduct or unacceptable behavior; to
the Impairment of work performance. physical or mental ealth.financial responsibility or personal relationships; must be reported during the medical
examination for determination of alcohol abuse.
DANGEROUS DRUGS: Any dru~ or narcotic that is habit forming or has a potential for abuse because of its stimulant depressant. or hallucinogenic
effect. Includes cocaine. crack. allucinogens. (to include lysergic acid diethyamide (LSD). phenenocyclidine (PCP). tetrahydrocanndbinal (THO in nonmarijuand form, and others). opium. morphine. heroin. dilaudid. codeine. demerol. inhalants (paint, glue. and others). amphetamines (speed).
methaphetamines (Ice). barbiturates (downers). and anaboliC steroids.
DRUG ABUSE: The illegal, wrongful. or Improper use of martjuana. an~ narcotic substance, hallucino.gens. or any dangerous drug.
MARUUANA: The intoxicating products of the hemp plant. to include ash Ish and all natural derivatives of cannabis sative.
SUPPLIER. DISTRIBUTOR or TRAFFICKER: One who illegally. wron~fully. or Improperly delivers any of the drugs defined above to the pos:)ession of
another, This Includes the actuaL constructIve. or attempted trans er of an Item. whether or not an agency relationship exists. This also includes the
cultivation or manufacture of any drug described above.

SECTION II. CERTIFICATION AT TIME OF APPLICATION
WARNING: YOU MUST BE TOTALLY HONEST IN COMPLETING THIS FORM. If you a(e truthful now and are accepted by the Air Force. no punitive action
can or will be taken agatnst a CIVIlian applicant as a result of any information you reveal. HOWEVER. YOU ARE CAUTIONED THAT SHOULD YOU

CONCEAL DRUG OR ALCOHOL ABUSE INFORMATION AT THIS TIME. AND IT IS DISCOVERED AFTER YOUR ENTRY INTO THE AIR FORCE. PUNITIVE
ACTION MAY BE TAKEN AGAINST YOU BASED UPON THE FALSE INFORMATION YOU HAVE PRDVIDED. Such action Includes. but is not limited to.
elimination from traintng or discharge under less than honorable conditions.

INITIAL YESINO BOXES AS APPLICABLE
I have read and understand the definition of the terms above
Have you ever used or experimented with marijuana? (A YES response fO this question is NOT disqualifying).
Have you ever experimented with. used. or possessed any dangerous drug or narcotic?

YES

•

Have you ever been a supplier or distrIbutor of or a trafficker in marijuana. dangerous drugs or narcotics?
Have you ever been treated or undergone rehabilitation for drug or alcohol abuse?

SECTION III. STATEMENTS OF UNDERSTANDING

INITIALS

During my medical exammatlon I will be tested and screened for drug and alcohol abuse. I understand that any detection of drug
use (including marijuana) or alcohol abuse will render me ineligible for the Air Force. I understand I will undergo further drug and
alcohol screening after entry in the Air Force. and I may be discharged based on the results of such screening.
Service in the United States Air Force places me in a position of special trust and responsibility. Drug or alcohol abuse after thiS date

will be considered evidence of my inability to meet the standards of behaVIor expected of me as a member of the Air Force.
Therefore. any drug use (including marijuanfJ)or any alcohol abuse as descnbed above. FROM THIS DATE FORWARD. renders me
ineliaible for the Air Force.

Drug and alcohol abuse by members of the U.S. Air Force violates Air Force standards of behavior and conduct and will not be
tolerated. If I am identified as a drug or alcohol abuser while a member of the Air Force. appropriate disciplinary or administrative
action my be taken against me. to Include trial by court martial or discharge under less than honorable conditions.
I understand that certain skill areas in the Air Force cannot be performed by persons who have abused drugs or alcohol. My unit
commander will have final approval authority regarding my actual assIgnment to sensitive skill positIons. If I am not acceptable for
such duties due to information I have revealed on this form. I will be reaSSigned to another pOSition In my skill or reclassified into
another skIll. If it IS established that I have used any substance beyond that which I have indicated on this form, I understand my
enlistment. commlssioOlng. or appointment may be declared fraudulent and I may be discharged.
KNOWING AND UNDERSTANDING ALL THE INFORMATION ABOVE. AND REALIZING THAT THIS DOCUMENT WilL BE USED ONLY TO 'DETERMINE MY
ELIGIBILITY AND RECORD MY CERTIFICATION OF ELiGIBIUTY. I HEREBY STATE THAT THE ABOVE INFORMATION AS TO MY PREVIOUS DRUG OR ALCOHOL
INVOLVEMENT 15 TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.

DATE

NAME (last First MI) AND SSN OF APPLICANT

SIGNATURE

WITNESS
I CERTIFY THE ABOVE INDIVIDUAL SIGNED

DATE

T~g

CERTifiCATE Of HIS/HER OWN FREE WILL

NAME (Last First. MI)AND GRADE OF WITNESS

AF Form 2030, NOV 90

PRfVIOUS fDa IONS f1,R£ 08501 FTf

SIGNATURE

I

INITIALS

SECTION IV. RECERTIFICATION AT TIME OF ENLISTMENT COMMISSIONING OR APPOINTMENT
I have read and fully understand alt the mformatlon on this form

I hereby state that there has been no c.hange in my status since I orginally provide this information on the date on front of this form.
I h~reb)' certify that I have not used any drug, including marijuana. and that I have not been in any alcohol related abuse incidents.
since I orlglnally completed thiS form.

DATE

NAME (Last First MI) AND SSN OF APPLICANT

SIGNATURE

WITNESS
I CERTIFY THE ABOVE INDIVIDUAL SIGNED THIS CERTIFICATE OF HIS/HER OWN FREE WilL

DATE

NAME (Last. First. MI) AND GRADE OF WITNESS

SIGNATURE

REMARKS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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•
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TEST ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
This is to certify that I have been advised and understand that as part of
my enlistment/appointment physical examination, I will be required to submit
to drug and alcohol abuse tests.
I further .understand that if the result of
the drug test is positive or the breath/blood alcohol level is .OSmg/dl or
above, my enlistment will become null and void and I will be released from
the Air National Guard CANG) under the provisions of ANG Regulation 39-10,
paragraph Ii-6A.
If I am an officer candidate and my drug test is positive,
I will be processed for discharge from the ANG. If the breath/blood alcohol
level is .0Smg/dl or above, I will be disqualified from appointment.

Applicant's Name and Signature

Recruiter 7ANG Rep Signature
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

NATIONAL AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE (NAQ)
DO FORM 398-2
CONTENTS
THE NAQ PACKAGE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:

1.

Privacy Act Statement

4.

General Instructions

2.

Authority for Release of Information and
Records

5.

Detailed Instructions

3.

DD Form 398-2, "Department of Defense
National Agency Questionnaire"

6.

Listin9 of Reportable Drugs

PLEASE BE SURE YOU HAVE ALL PARTS OF THE PACKAGE.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

I

AUTHORITY:

50 U.s.c. Sections 781-887, Internal Security Act of 1950; 5 U.s.C. Section 9101, Criminal
history record information for national security purposes; Executive Order 9397,
November 1943 (SSN), Numbering System for Federal Register Accounts Relating to
Individual Persons; Executive Order 10450, Security Requirements for Government
Employment; Executive Order 10865, Safeguarding Classified Information Within Industry;
Executive Order 11935, Citizenship Requirements for Federal Employment; Executive
Order 12333, United States Intelligence Activities; Executive Order 12356, National
Security Information; and 5 U.S.C. Section 301, Department Regulations.

PRINCIPAL PURPOSES:

To obtain background information for personnel security investigative and evaluative
purposes to make reliability and security determinations; to allow access to classified
information, sensitive areas, or equipment; to ensure that enlistment and retention in the
Armed Forces is clearly consistent with national security; or to permit assignment to
sensitive national security positions. The data may later be used as part of a review process
to evaluate continued eligibility for access to classified information. The Social Security
Number will be used to verify identity and locate existing records.

ROUTINE USES:

To federal, state, local, or foreign law enforcement authorities if the record indicates, on
its face or in conjunction with other records, a violation of law; to federal, state, or local
government agencies if necessary to obtain information for a reliability or personnel
security determination; to a requesting federal agency concerning its retaining, issuing a
security clearance, or making a reliability or personnel security determination concerning
assignment to or retention in a sensitive position, or letting a contract; to a congressional
office in response to an inquiry made at the request of the individual; to foreign law
enforcement, security, investigatory, or administrative authorities to comply with
international agreements; to the Office of Personnel Management when necessary to
carry out its personnel security functions; to the Department of Justice in pending or
potential litigation to which the record is pertinent; to the General Services
Administration and National Archives and Records Administration for records
management purposes; to the Merit Systems Protection Board for use in administrative
proceedings and investigations of possible prohibited personnel practices; to individuals
and entities outside the Department of Defense and U.S. Government for
counterintelligence activities authorized by federal law or executive order.

DISCLOSURE:

Voluntary; however, failure'to furnish the requested information may result in our being
unable to complete your investigation, which could result in your not being considered for
clearance, access, entry into a uniformed service, or assignment to sensitive duties. For
contractor personnel, failure cbI- furnish information may result in administrative
termination of any existing Industrial Security Clearance to include a contractor-granted
clearance.

DO Form 398·2, MAR 90

27040 7 )

Page 1 of 14 Pages

AUTHORITY FOR RelEASE OF INFORMATION AND RECORDS

I have been provided a Privacy Act Statement advising me that certain information is required to assist the
Department of Defense in making a security determination concerning me and that execution of this form is
voluntary. The information will be used for the purpose of determining my qualification for employment with
the Federal Government, service in the Armed Forces, or access to classified information.
I therefore authorize any duly accredited representative of the Department of Defense, including those from
the Defense Investigative Service, to obtain any information relating to my activities from individuals, schools,
residential management agents, employers, criminal justice agencies, financial or lending institutions, credit
bureaus, consumer reporting agencies. retail business establishments, medical institutions, hospitals or other
repositories of medical records. This information may include, but is not limited to, my academic, residential,
achievement, performance, attendance, personal history, disciplinary, criminal history record, arrest,
conviction, medical, psychiatric/psychological, and financial and credit information.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I further authorize the Defense Investigative Service and any other authorized Department of Defense agency,
to request criminal history record information about me from criminal justice agencies for the purpose of
determining my eligibility for access to classified information, or assignment to, or retention in, sensitive
national security duties, in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 9101. I understand that I may request a copy of such
records as may be available to me under the law.
I direct you to release such information upon request of the duly accredited representative of any authorized
Department of Defense agency regardless of any agreement I may have made with you previously to the
contrary.
I have been advised that the original of this authorization will be placed on file with the Department of
Defense. This authorization will expire in five (5) years or upon the termination of my affiliation with the
Department of Defense, whichever is sooner.

a. TYPED NAME (LAST, Fint, Middle Initial)

c.

DATE OF BIRTH (YYMMOO)

d. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

I. HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER (Include Area Code)

g. SIGNATURE

DO Form 398-2. MAR 90

b. OTHER NAMES USED

e. CURRENT HOME ADDRESS (Street, City, State and Zip Code)

45
h. DATE SIGNED (YYMMOO)
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I
I
I
I

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Form Approved

NATIONAL AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

OMB No. 0704·029B

Before completing form, read attached Privacy Act Statement, General, and Detailed Instructions.
Items outlined by heavy black line are for Requesting Agency's use only.

Expires Jul 3', '992

Public reponing burden for ttoj~ collection of informatIon is ~timiltl!'d to liverage 1.2 nOYr\ per r~nse. induding tne time lor r~iewin9 instructions. ~lIrchin9 ellseing data soureM.
gathering and maintan'utlg the dalil needed. arid completing .nd reviewing the collection 01 information. ~nd comments regarding thisburden ntimate Ot any other upen of this collection

of inform.51ion. including sugge'lotlons for reducing this burden, to wnhington Heilldquartet\ sefllicn. Oire<torate for Information Optratlons and R~POru, 1215 J~ft@onon Davis HIgt'lway, Suite
1204. Arlington. VA 22202-4302. and to tt'le Office of Management and Budget, Papervvorli: Reduction Project (0704-{1298), Wilsnington, DC 20503.

A. REQUEST DATE

C. LOCAL FILES CHECKEO
WITH FAVORABLE
RESULTS (X one)
(If ~No, explilin in Item '6)

8. TYPE REQUEST (X one)

(YrMMDD)

(2) Other

(1) NAC

D. CODE

(Specify)

(3) DNACI

W

I (1)

(4) ENTNAC

E. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT (Xono)
(2) No
I (1) Yes
I

G. FORWARD THIS REQUEST TO (Include

F. CITIZENSHIP VERIFIED

I

(1) Yes
lip

FOR DIS USE ONLY

Yes

I

I (2) No

(Xo. .)

I (2)

No
I. REASON FOR REQUEST

H. RETURN RESULTS TO (Include Zip Code)

Code)

SECRET
CONFIDENTIAL
COMMISSION
ENLISTMENT

1. NAME

I
I
I
I
I

a. LAST. First. Middle (LAST nilmein i1l/cilpital letten)

b. Maiden Name

2.

3. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

(If

NATIONAL GUARD

any)

RESERVES
OTHER NAMES USED (LAST,Fint.Middle) (Include all other names used and
dates of me)

4. DATE OF BIRTH

I
I

S. PLACE OF BIRTH
a. City

(YYMMDD)

c, State

I

I

·'~"""'jir"' ~,,"m," 'm.'~. Ill'.

a. Sex

7.

OFF!CER CANDIDATE

b. County

6. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Complete all bloch)
b. Race

d. Weight

c. Height

ROTC

e. Hair Color

I
I

SERVICE ACADEMY
PERS. RELIABILITY PROGRAM
RED CROSS I USO

d. Country

NAFI
SUMMER HIRE

t. Eye Color

EDUCATION IOR!ENTATION
NON·CITIZEN OVERSEAS
DOD BUILDING PASS

STATUS (X a, b. c. d. ore and complete as OIpplicable)

(Complete 0) and (2))
(1) Grade

b. Contractor
Employee

I (2)

C. OODEP

UNESCORTED ENTRY

M"""~'''_"

AREA ACCESS

(1) Rank

OTHER (s.<<ltv)

(2) Brilnct'lof Service

lii.!l\:.INSi\ij..'ltMti\!:l'
rti~Ei;
mREVA,titiATiOi\!i. :L£VEt ":t:;,:,:}:',;,-:;,·,,
...

(3) x if Applicant

x if AppliClnt

B. CITIZENSHIP (X a. b. orc. and complete as applicable)
a. United States (X (7).m. (3).

I (1)

(4), or (5))

Born in U.S.

I

I

(3) Naturalized (Complete (a) through (e))
(a) Certificate Numoer{s)
(b) Dilte (YYMMDD)
(c) Place

I (5)

I (2)
I (4)

I
I

1••·.i·.·t9W~RS!()Nii.·.·i
I""i toiktiilReliit············

Born abroad of U.S. parents

;!: :)!i'~

::'::":~. ::,::',.:::',,~':':'-,.:

!:::i:

~i~;~~~~I::!r:~i:::!i:j)i:::

Derived from naturalized parent (Complete (a) through (e))
(d) Court
(e) Alien Registration Number

Dual Citizenship (listcountty) (See DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS)

I

b. United States National (UstU,5. Trvst rerritotyorPossess;on)

c.

Alien ((omplere
(I) rhfOtJgh (4))

(3) Intend to become a U.S. citizen? (X one)

9. MILITARY SERVICE

I
I
I
I
I

a. From ('f'fMMDD)

(List

(2) Registration Number

(1) Current Citizenship

I

I

(iI)

"'6

I

I

(b) No

(4) Permanent Resident Status? {X one)

b. To (YYMMDD)

c. Branch of Service

d.Rank

e. Service Number(s)

10. RESIDENCES (Liston chronological order Mginning withcLlrrent .ddr~ss. Gille the inclusive dates for each period of residence.
a. Current Home Telephone (Inc/ude Are_ Code'
b. Dates (YYMM)
(1) from

{21 TO

I

I (.) v", I

I

(b) No

in chronological order beginning with the most recent period. Include Reserve I National Guard service.}

I

f. Type of Discharge

g. Country

If you list a RLlral Route .ddress. provide instruc:tions or m"D

for locating that residence. Do not list PInt Office Box addresses.

See DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS.)

c. Address
(1) Number. Street and Apartment Number

(2) City

(3) Stilte

(4) lip Code

(5) c.ountry

Present

'0'
~v

DO Form 398·2, MAR 90

Replaces all prevIous editions of DO Forms 48. 48·3, 398·2 and 2221,
which are obsolete.

Page 3 of 14 Pages

I

11. EMPLOYMENT I DUTY ORGANIZATION
Yes

_

I

No

I

I uMmploylMnt.

I a.

b. Oates

st.,.

(Ust jll (hronologic,,'ord~r.~in"itl9 with tM pns~nt, u<h~riodo' employmMt. selfof:mployment. P<lrt-time employme"'t..nd 1«
Also listcUrTMf Rtsel'\'t' orN.tion.,1 Gu.rd Unit. IfdiscM'9ed for cause. so
In Item r_. SH OETAILED INSTRVCTIONS.'

e«h~riod.

Have you ever been in Federal Civil Service1 (I'

p'.i. i. ""''''••,, w"h OFTAIlEO 'N"RUCt,ONS)

·Y... • . .

d. Job Site, Duty Station or Home Port e. Immediate Supervisor

c. Name of Employer

(Y'fMM)

(I) From

Ustindvsive d.tes for

(SIfter. Cil)'. St.,,, find Zip Code}

(2) To

(I) Name (LAST. FI"t. Middle ,nifi.l1

(2) Telephone No.
(Ittd. Area Code)

Present

I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~

12. FAMILY I ASSOCIATES (Give ftq~nedd.r.

• F.tMr, Mother, Spouse. CoMbir.nf. and CllildrM
• All brothe".1td litters NOT born in the United St..'es
for:
• ALL ft~rn.~ or friends to whom you. your spouse, orcQh.blra"t.re bound by .HKfjOll or oblig.tions IF such ~1'JOM.~ rnidlttg in•• ~ citizens of. or.~ empl~ by or othetwiSe M;tittg.s
rep~nnt.tive)of ANY foreign country.)

a.

Relationship and Name

(LAST.

FI~t.

Middle Initi.l)

b. Present Address

(Street. City. St.te .nd III' Code)

c. Date of Birth d. Place of Birth
(YYMMDD'

e. Citizenship

(City. Suite. Country)

(1) Fatner
(2) Mother

("'.Iid.nIQIM)

(3) Spouse (M.iden N.me ;r.ppliabl.)

(4)

(5)
(6)
13. fOREIGN TRAVEL/CONNECTIONS
Yes

No

ex "Yes" 01' "No" for.«II qlHstion.

'"Yes" "nswel'1 must be elfpl"/ned in "ccord.nce with DETAILEO INSTRUCTIONS.)

a. Do you have any foreign property. business connections. Of financial interests?

b. Are you now or have you ever been employed by or acted as a consultant for a foreign government. firm. or agency?
c. Have you ever traveled outside the United States on other than official U.S. Government order-s1 (Include even short trips to c.n.Jd" Of'" Me./(o)

d.
14. REMARKS

Have you ever had any contact with a foreign government. its establishments (e.g. embassies. consulates). or its representatives.
whether inside or outside the U.S.• other than on official U.s. Government business?

(You '""'Y provlde.tty "ddltlon.1 inform"tion which yOll f~1 m.y have. Mllring or im".ct on your security eligibility which h.Js not been speclflully .sked for on this fOnrl.)

1S. CERTIFICAliON BY PERSON COMPLETING FORM. I certify that the entries made by me are true. complete, and accurate to the best of my
knowledge and belief and are made in good faith. I understand that a knowing and willful false statement on this form can be punished by fine
or imprisonment or both. (see U.S. Code. Title 78. Section 7007.)
a. Typed Name (LAST. First. Middlelniti.l)
d. Date Signed (YYMMOD)
b. Social Security No.
c. Signature

16. RESULTS OF LOCAL fiLES CHECK

FOR INDUSTRIAI<I! EOUESTER ONLY
17. CERTIFICATION. I certify that the above I"t~med individual is
i. Contract Number
employed bV thi, company and has the ~ctd for the clearance
indicated to perform on classified controu$.
c. Typfd Name of FSO I Designee (LAST. FI"r. Middle Inm.l)
Signature

Id

DO Form 398-2, MAR 90

b. Telephone Number of FSO I Designee
(Include Are. Code)

e. Date Signed (YrMMDDI

-
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Answers to questions in Items 18 through 22 are NOT limited to the last 5, 10, or 15 years,
but pertain to your entire life. (See DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS.)
18. ARRESTS • You must list ALL .rr~sr information regardlf!SS of whelMf you Mv!/! previously listed or disclosed this inform"rion or whelMf the re<ord in your case has fMoen ·sealed••
f!Jlpunged. or otMrwise sttidlen from the court record. You mUS"t .Iso include all courts·martial or non-iudidal punishment (Article 75 UCMJ or Captain's Mut.)
T~ only f!:Jlceprions are forcena;" (on",icrions under 1M Feder.1 Controlled Svbstolnces Act (II V.S.c. 844 or 78 USC. SKtion 1607' (See DETAILED INSTRuCTIONS.)
• You tn,,}' !/!1Ic1ude minor traffic violations for which .. fine or forfeiture of S 100 or less waS imposed, un/es1.lcohol or drug related.
"F YOU ARE A MIL/TARY ENLISTMENT APPLICANT; youmusr list All traffiev;o/arions

•

Yes

No

a. Have you ever been arrest~<j, charged, cited, held, or detained by Federal. State, or other law enforcement or juvenile authorities
regardless of whether the charge was dropped or dismissed or you were found not guilty?
List details of "Yes" answers

b.

(1) Date
(YYMMDO)

(21 Nature Of Offense or Violation

(3)

Name and location of law Enforcement
Agency (City and St,te)

19. CREDIT HISTORY
No (~ES· ans~". must be !!lIp/a;nl!d in accordance withDETA1LEO
Yes

(4)

Name and Location of COurtiMagi$Uate

(City ,nd Stat!!)

(s) Penaltv lmpo~ or Other Di$pO$ition
in Each Ca$e

INSTRUCTIONS.)

a. Have you ever filed a petition under any chapter of the bankruptcy code (to include Chapter 13)?
b. Have you ever had your wages garnished or anything repossessed?

c. Have you ever had a lien placed upon your property for failing to pay taxes?
d. 00 you have any judgments against you which you have not paid'
e. Are you now or have you been sigr,ificantly delinquent on debts? (Paid more than 120 days from scheduled payment due date)
20. DRUG I ALCOHOL USE AND MENTAL HEALTH
Yes

No

(MYES·

ans~rs

must b!! !!lIpla,n!!d In

I<cord.Jnce with DETAILED

INSTRUCTIONS.)

a. Have you ever tried or used or possessed any narcotic (to include heroin or cocaine), depressant (to include quaaludes), stimulant,
hallucinogen (to include LSD or PCP), or cannabis (to include marijuana or hashish), or any mind·altering substance (to include glue
or paint), even one-time or on an experimental basis, except as prescribed by a licensed physician?
b. Have you ever been involved in the illegal purchase, manufacture, trafficking, production, or sale of any narcotic, depressant,
stimulant, hallucinogen, or cannabis?

c. Have you ever misused or abused any drug prescribed by a licensed physician for yourself or for someone else?
d. Has your use of alcoholic beverages (such as liquor, beer, wine) ever resulted in the loss of a job, disciplinary action, arrest by police,
or any alcohol-related treatment or counseling (such as for alcohol abuse or alcoholism)?

e. Have you ever been treated for a mental, emotional, psychological, or personality disorder/condition/problem?

f. Have you ever consulted or been counseled by any mental health professional?
21.0RGANI2ATlONS
Yes
No (MYES· answers must be ellplained In accordance wirh DE1AILED

INsrRUCTIONS.)

a. Are YOU now or have YOU ever been a member of the Communist Party or any Communist oraanization?
b. Are you now or have you .:"er been affiliated with any organization, association, movement, group, or combination of persons which:
(1) AdvOUlte1 the ov!!rthrow of our constitutional form of governm@nt?

C.

(1)

(2)

AdvOCIttsor apPrOv@$thecommiuionofactsofforce,violence.c()@rclon, or intimidation todenv pe't\Ons their rights und@TtheCon$tltutionoftheU.S.?

(3)

SHO:$ to alter the form of government of the Unite-d Statts bV forc@, violenc~, or other uncon$titutlonal mean$?

(4)

AdvoClte1 or engag@sinthedisruPtionorhaltingofU.s. government activities through force, violence. or Infiltration of the government service?

List all organizations in which you hold or have held mem bership since age' 6.
f'l!ferrN to In n.a. and b.)
Name (00 not abbl'l!vlar@)

(2) Addreu

(Numb!!r

and Str!!!!t,

City.

(You may omit labor unions,

political partl!!S, re~igious organizations, and

m TVPl!

Stolte. Zip Cod!!)

(4) From (YYMM)

thos@

(S) To (YYMM)

I
22. SECURITY CLEARANCE
Yes

I
I
100

No

a. Have you ever held a securit clearance, to include a contractor-qranted Confidential? (If MYES. • give d@t,ilsbelow.)
level
(2) DatI! Granle'd (YYMMDD)
(3) Granted BV
(4) Name of Employer

(1)

b. Have you ever had a security clearance denied, suspended or revoked?

(If

·YES, ~ glV!! d!!tails in Item

'4"

23. CERTIFICA nON BY PERSON COMPLETING FORM. I certify thatthe en~made by me are true. complele. and accurate tOlhe best of my
knowledge and belief and are made in good faith, I understand that a
iog and willful false statement on this form can be punished by
fine or imprisonment or both. (See U.S. Code, Title 78, Section t007.)
a. Typed Name

(LAST. First, MIddle

Form 398-2, MAR 90

Initial)

b. SOCial SeCUrlty NO.

c. Signature

d. Date Signed (YYMMDO.1
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

- If additional space is required for any item, use
Item 14 and, if needed, additional sheets of paper.
(See Detailed Instructions for Item 14.)

AUTHORITY FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION AND
RECORDS.
You should read the Privacy Act Statement and the
"Authority for Release of Information and Records."
Sign and date the authorization. Completion of the
authorization is voluntary; however, failure to
authorize the release of records may result in our being
unable to complete your investigation.

- If you have a question about the NAQ that is not
answered by the Detailed Instructions, contact the
person or office that gave you the NAQ.
- Before signing the NAQ, ensure that each item is
checked against the Detailed Instructions for that
item and that the completed NAQ is carefully
read.

Completing the National Agencv Questionnaire (NAQ).
The NAQ is an important document and must be
completed without misstatement or omission of
important facts. Failure to provide all requested
information will significantly delay your investigation.
All entries are subject to verification by investigation.
All items on the form must be completed. A knowing
and willful false statement on this form can be
punished by a fine or imprisonment or both.
•

Before entering any information on the form,
carefully read the Detailed Instructions provided
with the form.

•

For Items 10 and II, provide information in these
items for the last Syears; however, if you are under
the age of 21, the time period is the last 3 years or
the period since your 16th birthday, whichever is
shorter.

•

For all other items, complete without regard to
time.

•

All questions must be answered. Omissions, gaps,
errors, or incomplete items may result in long
investigative or processing delays.
Do not indicate on the form that certain
"information can be obtained from another
source. Take the time to obtain information
not readily available. If requested information
cannot be provided, state the reason.

• Unless otherwise specified:
- List all dates using the last two digits of the year
and the two-digit number representing the
month (e.g. January 1988 would be entered as
8801.)
- Names of persons will be entered in the following
order: Last name, first name, and middle initial.
The last name will appear in all CAPITAL LETTERS.
- Addresses must include the number and street,
city, state, and zip code, or country, as
appropriate. Attach a sketch map or detailed
directions for rural or difficult to locate addresses
in the United States.
- All items on the form must be completed in
chronological order beginning with the present or
most recent and working backwards.
- Telephone numbers must include the area code.
• The NAQ should be ~ using a black ribbon.
• You must sign the NAQ.

If an item does not apply, enter "None" or
"Not Applicable," as appropriate.

I
I
I

If you do not know dates of employment or
residence precisely, provide the dates to the
best of your memory and follow with" est." for
"estimated" or "app." for "approximately."
Do not use the term" unknown."
If an entry refers to a divided country (e.g.
Germany, Korea), specify whether East or West,
North or South.

DO Form 398-2, MAR 90
5476.·073
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- The original NAQ and four copies should be given
to the person or office that gave you the form.
The copies may be made using black carbon paper
or they may be photocopies of the original NAQ.
All copies must be complete reproductions that
include signatures. We recommend that an extra
copy be prepared and retained for your personal
records. (For contractor conversions,
revalidations, reinstatements, or concurrent
clearances, only an" original form must be
submitted to DISCO.)
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be ",mpleted in their entirety.

ITEMS A THROUGH I AND ITEM 16 (If
Military or 000 Civilian Requester) OR ITEM
17 (If Contractor Request) MUST BE
COMPLETED BY REQUESTING AGENCY.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ITEM A.
Enter the date of the request in year, month, day
order. December 31,1988, should be shown as 881231.
ITEM 8.
Mark the appropriate block for the type of request.
Not applicable to contractor requests.

ITEMS 1 THROUGH 15 AND 18 THROUGH 23
SHALL BE COMPLETED BY THE APPLICANT.
ITEM 1 • NAME.
a. LAST, First. Middle. List your name in the
following order: LA.sT NAME, first name, and middle
name; LAST NAME IN ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. Names
should agree with military and/or civilian employment
records; if not, explain in Item 14.
• If you have no middle name, enter" NMN.·
• Include additional designations, such as Jr.,
Sr., II (2nd), III (3rd), when applicable.

ITEM C.
Mark the appropriate block. In the event there is
derogatory information on file, list this information in
Item 16. Local files include personnel, security,
base/military police and medical files, as appropriate.
ITEM D.
Enter the Unit Identification Code (UICj or Personnel
Accounting System (PAS) code. Contractors should
enter the Commercial and Government Entity (CAGE)
code.
ITEM E.
Government employment. Mark ·Yes· or • No."
IlEM F.
Citizenship verified. Mark "Yes" or "No."
ITEM G.
For 000 Military and 000 Civilian enter:
Defense Investigative Service
Personnellnvestigatiorls Center
P. O. 80x 1083
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-10B3
For contractors enter:
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office·
P. O. Box 2499
Columbus, Ohio 43216-5006
ITEM H.
Enter the name of the organization and mailing
address that the investigation should be sent to upon
completion. All contractor investigations will be
returned to the Defense Industrial Security Clearance
Office (DISCO).
ITEM I.
Mark the appropriate block indicating reason for
request. If form is used for contractor conversions.
revalidations. reinstatements or concurrent clearances,
indicate in the shaded area the security classification
of the material or information to which the employee
will have access. (Specify DOE Or NRC "Q" or "L·
conversions as TS / S/ CONF in shaded area.)

• If your name consists of initial(s) only, enter
the appropriate initial(s) followed by "(10)."
• Make sure your name appears the same in all
name blocks on the NAQ and all other
documents, attachments, etc., you submit
with the NAQ.

b. Maiden Name. Enter if applicable.
ITEM 2· OTHER NAMES USED.
List any other name by which you are or have been
known. Indude former names, chang~s in names,
nicknames, or variant spellings used. Ifthe name has
changed, explain, in Item 14, why, when, and where
such change took place. List the indusive dates all
other names were used.
ITEM 3· SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
Copy exactly as on your Social Security card. List ALL
Social Security Numbers you have ever used.
ITEM 4· DATE OF BIRTH.
Give the year, month, and day of your birth using the
last two digits of the year, the two-digit number for the
month, and the two-digit number for the day (e.g.,
August 31, 1944, would be entered as 440831).
ITEM S· PLACE OF BIRTH.
List your place of birth in the following order:
a. City. Do not abbreviate.
b. County. Do not abbreviate.
c.

State. Use the two-letter abbreviation.

d. Country. If other than the U.S. (do not
abbreviate).
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be completed in their entirety.

ITEM 6 - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

a. Sex. Enter "Male" or "Female."
b. Race. Enter one ofthe following, as
appropriate.
• Red (American Indian)
• Yellow (Asian/Mongoloid)
• Black (Negroid or African)
• White (Caucasoid)
• Unknown
• Other (Specify)
c. Height. Enter height in feet and inches.
d. Weight. Enter weight in pounds.
e. Hair Color. Self-explanatory.
f. Eye Color. Self-explanatory.
ITEM 7· STATUS.
Mark one of the following:
a. Consultant.
b. Contractor Employee.
c. OODEP (cleared in connection with the facility
clearance).
d. U.S. Government Employee. List grade or wage
scale. If you are an applicant for a Federal Civil Service
position, mark block (2).
e. Military. List rank and branch of service. If you
are a Reserve or National Guard member and if your
unit is requesting this investigation, mark this block
only. If you are an applicant for entry into the U.S.
military, mark block (3).
ITEM 8· CITIZENSHIP.
a. United States Citizen. Mark either block (1), (2),
(3), (4), or (S). If block (2) is marked, provide place of
initial entry into the U.S. and indicate location of birth
registration with the U.S. authorities. If you received a
Certificate of Citizenship, list the certificate number
and date of issuance by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. If either block (3) or (4) is
marked, (a) through (e) must be completed.
(a) Certificate Number(s). If naturalized or
derived, provide naturalization certificate number.
(b) Date. List date naturalization or derived
citizenship certificate was issued.
(c) Place. List city and state where naturalization or derived citizenship certificate is recorded.
(d) Court. List the name of the court where
naturalization or derived certificate is recorded.
(e) Alien Registration Number. Selfexplanatory.
If block (S) is marked, indicate in Item 14 the name of
the other country in which you hold citizenship. Also,
explain the circumstances of how you hold dual
citizenship.
.
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ITEM 8 - CITIZENSHIP. (Continued)
b. United States National. Includes persons born in
Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, Northern Mariana
Islands, U.S. Virgin Islands, Panama Canal Zone,
Federated States of Micronesia, or the Republic of the
Marshall Islands.
c. Alien. Complete blocks (1) through (4).
(1) Current Citizenship. List the country of which
you are currently a citizen.
(2) Registration Number. If you have not been
granted permanent resident status, provide your type of
visa in this block.
(3) Intend to become a U.S. citizen? Mark the
appropriate block. If "Yes," and you have made
application for citizenship, list date and place of
application. If "No: explain in Item 14 the reason why
you do not intend to become a U.S. citizen.
(4) Permanent Residence Status? Mark the
appropriate block.
ITEM 9· MILITARY SERVICE.
If form is used for contractor conversions,
revalidations, reinstatements or concurrent clearances,
indicate "Not Applicable." Otherwise, complete blocks
a through g. Indicate date of first enlistment and date
of final discharge for each branch of service jf you had
continuous duty. If you had break(s) in duty, each
separate period should be listed. Officers who have
prior enlisted, warrant, or reserve service should list each
of these periods separately. Reserve or National Guard
service will be shown in this item. If more room is
needed, provide the information in Item 14. The most
recent period should be listed first.
a. From. Enter date service began.
b. To. Enter date service ended. (If currently on
active duty enter" present" for the latest entry and
appropriate ending dates for all other periods of
service.)
c. Branch of Service. List the appropriate branch of
service.
d. Rank. List your rank on the date of discharge
from each period of service.
e. Service Number(s). If you entered the U.S. Armed
Forces after January 1970, your service number is the
same as your Social Security Number. If you entered the
U.S. Armed Forces before January 1970, enter both your
Social Security Number and your original service
number.
1. Type of Discharge. List type of discharge. If you
received anything other than an Honorable Discharge
(even if it has now been changed), provide a full
statement regarding the circumstances surrounding the
discharge. If your discharge has been updated, provide
information regarding the change, including the date it
1occurred, in Item 14.
g. Country. If service was with other than the U.S.
Armed Forces, list appropriate country (explain in Item
14).
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be completed in their entirety.

ITEM 10 - RESIDENCES.
•

List residences for last 5 years. (List current
residence only for contractor conversions,
revalidations, reinstatements, or concurrent
clearances.)

•

Do not furnish information prior to your 16th
birthday.

•

IF ANY PERIOD OF RESIDENCE WAS OVERSEAS,
provide the names and addresses of two
individuals (preferably currently living in the
U.S.), who can verify the period of overseas
residence through personal knowledge. This
information should be listed in Item 14.

a. Current Home Telephone. Self-explanatory.
b. Dates. Give the inclusive dates for each period
of residence.
c.

Address.

(1) Number, Street and Apartment Number. Do
not list a permanent mailing address or family
residence in this item unless you actually resided at that
address during the period listed. Furnish rf"'sidence
address in local community or on basel installation
while in military service.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

If you have been assigned to any temporary
duty location for 90 days or longer within
the investigative period, you must list your
residence(s) during that temporary duty.

•

If the residence was on a military
installation, include barracks or house
number.

•

List the actual place of residence while
attending school. Do not list merely the
name ofthe school or '01'1 Campus' as a
place of residence.

•

If you received mail at a Post Office Box
address, do not list the Post Office Box; list
your actual residence address.

•

If y;lu give a metropolitan address (e.g. New
York, Los Angeles), list the b"rough or
suburb.

•

Asketc;' map or detailed instructions "'lUSt
be appended for 'ural or rlifficult to locate
addresses.

•

If you resided in an apartment complex in
the last 5 years, Iistthe name ofthe cnmplex
in Item 14.

(2) City. Do not abbreviate.
(3) State. Use the two-letter abbreviation.
(4) Zip Code. Self-explanatory.
(5) Country. Do not abbreviate.
DO Form 398-2, MAR 90

ITEM 11 - EMPLOYMENT I DUTY ORGANIZATION.
List, beginning with the present, each period of
employment (to include part-time employment, selfemployment and unemployment) for the required
number of years. Also list current Reserve or National
Guard unit.
•

List employment information for the last 5 years.
(List current employment only for contractor
conversions, revalidations, reinstatements, or
concurrent clearances.)

•

Do not furnish information prior to your 16th
birthday.

•

If unemployed and not attending school full
time during any period, list, in Item 14, the name
and current address of an individual who can
verify your activities during the unemployment!
self-employment period. IF ANY PERIOD OF
EMPLOYMENT WAS OVERSEAS, list, in Item 14,
the names and addresses of two individuals
(preferably currently living in the U.S.) who can
verify the period of overseas employment
through personal knowledge.

a. Federal Service. If 'Yes: list in Item 14 the
inclusive dates of service and name and address of last
organization. If listed in 11.c, so indicate.
b. Dates. Provide the inclusive dates for each
period of employment, part-time employment, selfemployment, unemrloyment, and current Reserve or
National Guard sp.rvice. All time periods must be
covered. If you worked for two different employers at
the same time, list both.
c. Name of Employer. Military personnel should
identify each unit, organization, or station to which
assigned. If self-employed durinq any period, list the
name and address of the business. If any period of
employment was for a temporary help suopi'er,list
only the temporary help supplier as the employer, even
tnough work may hav~ been performed at different
locations with client companies. If employe'1 through a
union hiring hall,list firms by which employed. Do not
list the union as an emoloyer unless your salary was, in
fact, paid by the union.
d. Job Site, Duty Station or Home Port. Provide the
address for each employment listed. If any period of
employment was in a large metropolitan area (e.g.,
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles), include the borough
"'r suburb. If emp:oyed by a large manufacturing
concern (i.e. Chrysler or General Motors Corporation in
Detroit, Michigan), give the specific name and address
of the plant where you worked. List, in Item 14, the
complete address of the location of your employment·
2 records if it is different from the address of the job site
or duty station. List any temporary duty iocations
totalling 90 days or longer within the required period.
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be completed in their entirety.

ITEM 13· FOREIGN TRAVEL / CONNECTIONS.
(Continued)

ITEM 11· EMPLOYMENT / DUTY ORGANIZATION.
(Continued)

e.

Immediate Supervisor.

(1) Name. List LAST NAME, first name, and
middle initial.
(2) Telephone Number. List the area code and
work telephone number of the supervisor.
ITEM 12· FAMILY / ASSOCIATES.

b. Foreign Employment. Mark the appropriate
block. If employed by or acted as a consultant, identify
the foreign government, firm, or agency and describe
the nature of employment or relationship. Provide, in
Item 14, inclusive dates of all such employment(s) or
relationship(s). In addition, if such employment or
relationship is current, provide:

If form is used for contractor conversions.
revalidations, reinstatements or concurrent clearances.
indicate "Not Applicable." Otherwise, provide the
information listed below for:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

Your father, mother, spouse, cohabitant and
children.

•

All brothers and sisters NOT born in the United
States.

•

All relatives or friends to whom you, your
spouse, or cohabitant are bound by affection or
obligations IF such persons are residing in, are
citizens of, or are employed by or otherwise
acting as representatives of any foreign country.

•

Details of ownership for each foreign entity.

•

The percentage of time devoted to each
foreign entity.

•

For the position requiring this security
clearance or investigation, provide a
summary of your duties with the U.S. firm
sUbmitting your NAQ.

•

Product or service of that U.S. firm.

c. Foreign Travel. Mark the appropriate block.
List. in Item 14. inclusive dates oftravel for each
country visited and the purpose ofthe travel. Travel on
official U.S. Government orders may be omitted.
However. you must list all travel outside the sphere of
your official duty location to<nclude all travel while in
leave status.

a. Relationship and Name. Provide the
individual's relationship to you (if not already provided
on the form), and name. Include maiden name of
mother and spouse.
b. Present Address. Provide the current address of
each person listed. If person listed is dead, enter
"Deceased. "

(NOTE: Foreign travel as a military dependent is not
considered as "under official orders. ") For travel in
cities or countries divided into free world and
Communist-oriented parts, indicate in which part the
travel was performed.

c. Date of Birth. Provide date of birth for all
persons listed in terms of year. month, and day using
the last two digits of the year, the two digit number for
the month and the two digit number for the day (e.g.,
August 31, ,1944, would be entered as 440831).

. Ifduring any of your travels you established a
residence in a foreign country, provide the exact
address, unless previously listed under Item 10. Travel
to Canada and/or Mexico must be listed.

d. Place of Birth. List city and state or country (if
other than the U.S.).
e. Citizenship. Enter citizenship of each person
listed. Additionally, provide, in Item 14, naturalization
information as in Item 8.a or alien registration
information as in Item 8.c for all listed foreign-born
relatives. Alien registration information must include
the alien registration number and the date the card
was issued.

If you have lived near the border with another non·
designated country and you have made short (one day
or less) trips to that neighboring country, you do not
need to list each trip. Instead, list:
•

The time period over which the trips were
made.

•

The fact that numerous trips were made.

•

To what country the trips were made.

•

The purpose(s) of the trips, such as
sightseeing, shopping, etc.

ITEM 13· FOREIGN TRAVEL! CONNECTIONS.
a. Foreign Connections. Mark the appropriate
block. If "Yes: explain in Item 14 the nature and
extent of foreign business connections and property
interests, to include nature of business for each foreign
firm and details of ownership for each foreign entity.

DO Form 398·2. MAR 90
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be completed in their entirety.

ANSWERS TO ITEMS 18 THROUGH 22
ARE NOT LIMITED TO THE LAST 5
YEARS;--BUT PERTAIN TO YOUR
ENTIRE LIFE.

ITEM 13- FOREIGN TRAVEl/CONNECTIONS.
(Continued)
d. Foreign Contact. Mark the appropriate block.
If "Yes," provide the following information:
• Date(s) of contact.
• Identity of government, establishment, or
representative contacted.

FOR CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL ONLY:
•

If you prefer, page 5 may be detached,
compl.eted in private, placed in a sealed
envelope, and given to security personnel with
the other pages of your form.

•

If you choose this option, processing of your
form will be slowed since electronic transmission
will not be possible.

•

If you choose this option, it is important that you
carefully read the Detailed Instructions for Items
18 through 23 and follow them completely since
these questions will not be reviewed by your
secu rity personnel.

•

Failure to provide!!l required information will
result in further processing delays.

• Location of contact.
• Purpose of contact.
• Means of contact (e.g. in person, by
telephone, written correspondence).
ITEM 14· REMARKS.
Use this space for the continuation of those items
where insufficient space was provided or to provide
additional pertinent information. If necessary, attach
additional sheets and indicate "See Attached Sheet(s)"
at the end of the" Remarks" section. When using the
"Remarks" section or attaching additional sheets,
always identify the item number being continued and
follow the format for entering information as prescribed on the NAQ and in the instructions. If additional space isrequired, continue on a plain sheet of st" by
11" paper; in the top left hand corner ofthe paper, .
enter your full name and Social Security Number, and
the phrase "Continuation Sheet· DO Form 398·2."
ITEM 15· CERTIFICATION BY PERSON COMPLETING
FORM.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

You should carefully review the portion of the form
you have completed to ensure that you have answered
all items and that it is accurate in all details. If you have
not yet signed the,authorization for release of
information and records, dothat now. You should
fully understand the implication of certifying to a false
statement. When you are satisfied that it is complete,
sign the certification along with any attachments. (For
contractor conversions, attach DO Form 214 or SF 50, as
appropriate.)
ITEM 16· RESULTS OF LOCAL FILES CHECK.
To be completed by Military and 000 Civilian reo
questers only. (Not applicable to contractor requests.)
ITEM 17· CERTIFICATION BY CONTRACTOR.

. I f you choose the option of completing these
items in'private and additional space is required
to answer them, do not use the "Remarks"
section (Item' 4). Instead, continue your answer
on a plain sheet of st" x II" paper; in the top
left corner of the paper, enter your full name
and Social Security Number and the phrase
"Continuation Sheet - DO Form 398-2."
ITEM 18· ARRESTS.
Regardless ofthe outcome ofthe incident or when it
occurred, ifthe answer to Item 18 is "Yes: it must be
explained completely. If you were adjudicated a
youthful offender or juvenile delinquent and the
record has been "sealed," expunged, or stricken from
the court record, you must still answer Item 18 and
provide the required information with the following
exception:
If you have been found guilty of a federal
offense under Section 404 of the Controlled
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 844) and, subsequent
to such a finding, the court issued an
expungement order under the authority of
either 21 U.S.C. section 844 or 18 U.s.C. Section
3607, then you need not report the arrest or
disposition information on your NAQ. This,
however, is the only exception to this reporting
requirement.
NOTE: FOR MILITARY ENLISTMENT
APPLICANTS ONLY: You must list, in Item 14,2!!.
traffic violations regardless of what type of
violation or amount of fine.
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be completed in their entirety.

ITEM 18· ARRESTS. (Continued)

ITEM 19· CREDIT HISTORY. (Continued)
b. Wages Garnished/Repossessions.

WHEN IN DOU8T AS TO THE NECESSITY FOR
LISTING INFORMATION IN THIS ITEM, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT INCIDENTS BE LISTED TO PRECLUDE
FUTURE QUESTIONS REGARDING OMISSIONS FROM
THE FORM. IF AN INCIDENT WAS LISTED ON A
PREVIOUSLY SUBMITIED NAQ, IT IS STill REQUIRED
TO BE LISTED ON THE CURRENT NAQ.

c.

a. Mark either "Yes" or "No." If "Yes: provide the
following clarifying information in Item 18.b:

•

Date(s) of garnishment(s) and/or
repossession(s).

•

Name and location of individual(s) or
organization(s) involved.

Tax liens.
•

Date(s) of Iien(s).

•

Name and location of court where lien was
filed against you.

•

Identity of taxing authority which filed the
lien.

b. Details.
(1) Date. Provide date(s) of arrest(s) or
charge(s).
.

d. Unpaid Judgments.

(2) Nature of Offense or Violation. Any action
that resulted in the placement of your name on a police
or court record must be listed, including any act
committed while still ajuvenile or if you were
considered a "Juvenile Offender." Give a docket
number or indictment number in addition to charge, if
known. list all Article 15, UCMJ, or Captains' Mast if
they resulted in fines, restrictions, demotions, etc. DO
NOT LIST PENAL CODES. THE ACTUAL OFFENSE OR
VIOLATION MUST BE STATED.

e.

(3) Name and lo~ation of law Enforcement
Agency. Enter the name of the law enforcement
agency and its location (city or county and state, or
country if not in the U.S.).
(4) Name and location of Court. Enter the
name ofthe court and its location (city or county and
state, or country if not in the U.S.). If the case did not
go to court, mark "None."
'(5) Penalty Imposed or Other Disposition in Each
Case. Provide details as to the outcome of the action
against you. If any penalty was imposed, give details.
If you spent any time in jail, prison, reform or industrial
school or any juvenile facility or institution, list in Item
14 the location and duration of your confinement. If
you are currently under a suspended sentence, parole,
prObation, or are awaiting any action on charges
against you, that information should be indicated.

I
I
I
I

•

Date(s) of judgment(s).

•

Name and location of court where judgment
was filed against you.

•

Identity of person(s) or business(es) filing
judgment.

Delinquent Debts.
•

Name and address of creditor(s) involved.

•

Dollar amount(s) past due.

•

length(s) of time past due.

•

Date(s) of delinquency.

ITEM 20 - DRUG / ALCOHOL USE AND MENTAL
HEALTH.
If 'Yes" is answered to any of the questions in this
item, describe the circumstances in Item 14, in accordance with the following explanations. If necessary,
attach additional sheets for a full detailed statement.
a. Drug Use / Possession. A listing of those drugs
which have been designated as controlled substances is
located on the last page of these instructions. If you
used any of these drugs, or any other mind-altering
substances, mark 'Yes' and provide, in Item 14, the
following details:

ITEM 19· CREDIT HISTORY.

•

Drug(s) used/possessed.

If any "Yes" block is marked in Items a through e,list
in Item 14the information indicated below:

•

Date(s) of use/possession, specifying last date
used/possessed.

•

Frequency of use/possession.

a.

Bankruptcy.
•

Name and location of court where
bankruptcy petition was filed.

•

Intentions regarding future use/possession.

•

Date of filing.

•

•

If bankruptcy is pending, the date the
petition will be heard.

City and state (or country if not in U.S.)
where used/possessed.

•

Circumstances surrounding use/possession.

DO Form 398·2, MAR 90
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All itemJ must be completed in their entirety.

ITEM 20 • DRUG / ALCOHOL USE AND MENTAL
HEALTH. (Continued)

ITEM 20 - DRUG / ALCOHOL USE AND MENTAL
HEALTH. (Continued)

IF MORE THAN ONE DRUG HAS BEEN USED /
POSSESSED. PROVIDE THE INFORMATION ABOVE
FOR EACH DRUG SEPARATELY.
b. Drug Activity. The drugs referred to are again
those listed on the attachment, or any other mind·
altering substances. If "Yes," you must indicate on the
NAQ the activity (or activities) in which you were
involved by circling "purchase;" "manufacture,"
"trafficking:"production: or "sale: and provide, in
Item 14, the following details:
• Drug(s) involved.
• Date(s) of Activity.

•

If disciplinary action, provide dates,locations
and final disposition of each incident.

•

If arrested by police. provide information as in
Item 18.b. If already explained, state, "Refer
to Item 18.b."

•

If you received treatment or counseling for
alcoholism or alcohol abuse, provide name and
address of treatment/counseling facility, dates
of treatment/counseling, name and office
address of physician! counselor/or other
individual who provided treatment/counseling.

e and f. Mental Health. If "Yes" is answered to either
e or f, provide, in Item 14, the following information:
•

Exact problem (including name of disorder. if
known).

•

Name and address of primary physician,
therapist, counselor, or other mental health
professional who treated you or from whom
you received counseling.

•

Date(s) of treatment/counseling.

•

Iftreatment/counseling is still continuing, so
indicate and provide frequency of visits.

AGAIN. IF MORE THAN ONE DRUG HAS BEEN USED/
POSSESSED. PROVIDE THE INFORMATION ABOVE
FOR EACH DRUG SEPARATELY.

•

Name and address of any hospital, clinic, and/
or agency where treated/counseled as an in·
patient.

c. Abuse of Prescribed Drugs. The drugs referred to
are any medication prescribed either for you or for,
someone else by a licensed physician, which you abused
by taking other than as prescribed. If "Yes," please
provide, in Item 14, the following details:

•

Date(s) of hospitalization and/or in-patient
treatment/counsel ing.

• Number oftimes you participated in activity.
• Current activity.
• Intentions regarding future activity.
• City and state (or country if not in U.S.) where
activity took place.
• Circumstances surrounding activity.

• Drug(s) involved.
• Date(s) of use. specifying last date used.
• Frequency of use.
• Intentions regarding future use.
•

City and state (or country if not in U.S.)

•

Circumstances surrounding use and/or any
other involvement such as illegal sale or
distribution.

AGAIN, IF MORE THAN ONE DRUG IS INVOLVED.
PROVIDE SPEOFIC INFORMATION FOR EACH DRUG
SEPARATELY.

I
I
I

d. Alcohol Abuse. If "Yes," you must indicate on
the NAQ the activity (or activities) in which you were
involved by circling "loss of a job," "disciplinary action,"
"arrest by police: or"any alcohol-related treatment or
counseling." Explain, in Item 14. the circumstances of
each incident as follows:
•

If loss of a job, provide name and address of
employer, and dates of employment.

DO Form 398-2, MAR 90

ITEM 21 - ORGANIZATIONS.
a and b. If "Yes" is answered, provide the full name of
the organization and the circumstances of your member·
ship or affiliation. Include in your statement the dates,
places, offices, positions, or credentials now or formerly
held. If associations have been with individuals who are
members ofthe described organizations, then list the
individuals and the organization with which they were or
are affiliated.
c. List all organizations in which you hold or have held
membership since age 16. You may omit labor unions,
political,parties, religious organizations, and those
referred to in a and b above. Provide the following
information:
(1) Name. Provide the full name(s) of the
organization(s) (do not use initials or abbreviations).
(2) Address. List number and street, city, and state
(or country if other than the U.S.).
(3) Type. Identify the type of organization (e.g.
social, fraternal, etc.).
(4) and (S) From· To. Provide the inclusive dates for
membership in terms of year and month using the last two
digits for the month (e.g. October 1979 would be entered
as7910).

6
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be completed in their entirety.

ITEM 22· SECURITY CLEARANCE.
a. Have you ever held a security clearance? Mark
appropriate block. If you have held a contractor-granted
CON FIDENTJAL security clearance, mark ·Yes.·
(1) Level. List TOP SECRET, SECRET, or
CONFIDENTIAL.
(2) Date Granted. Enter the date the security
clearance was granted.
(3) Granted By. Enter the name of the organization or activity that granted the security.c1earance.
(4) Name of Employer. Enter the name of the
organization or contractor who was your employer at
that time.

ITEM 22· SECURITY CLEARANCE. (Continued)
b. Have you ever had a security clearance denied,
suspended, or revoked? Mark appropriate block. If
·Yes,· provide full details of the suspension, denial, or
revocation in Item 14, to include level of security
clearance, date of suspension, denial or revocation, as
well as the name and address of the organization!
employer who took the action. NOTE: An administrative
downgrade or termi"ation of a security clearance is not a
revocation.
ITEM 23· CERTIFICATION BY PERSON COMPLETING
FORM.
You should carefully review the form to ensure that
you have answered all items and that the form is accurate
in all details. You should fully understand the implication
of certifying to a false statement. When you are satisfied
that the form is complete, sign the original NAQ along
with any attachments. Return the completed and signed
form to the office that gave it to you.

DRUGS TO BE REPORTED WHEN COMPLETING DO FORM 398·2
STIMULANTS
DRUG NAME

OFTEN PRESCRIBED BRAND NAMES

DRUG NAME

OFTEN PRESCRIBED BRAND NAMES

Opium

Dover's Powder, Paregoric

Cocaine

Cocaine

Morphine

Morphine

Amphetamines

Codeine

Codeine

Benzedrine, Biphetamine, Desoxyn,
Dexedrine

Heroin

None

Phenmetrazine

Preludin

Meperidine
(Pethidine)

Methylphenidate

Ritalin

Demerol, Pethadol

Other Stimulants

Methadone

Dolophine, Methadone, Methadose

Other Narcotics

Dilaudid, Leritine, Numorphan,
Percodan

Bacarate, Cylert, Didrex, lonamin,
Plegine, Pondimin, Pre-State,
Sanorex, Voranil

DEPRESSANTS

I
I
I

HALLUCINOGENS
DRUG NAME

OFTEN PRESCRIBED BRAND NAMES

OFTEN PRESCRIBED BRAND NAMES

LSD

None

DRUG NAME

Mescaline

None

Chloral Hydrate

Noctec, Som nos

Psilocybin·Psilocyn None

Barbiturates

Amytal, Butisol, Nembutal,
Phenobarbital, Seconal, Tuinal

MDA

None

PCP

Sernylan

Glutethimide

Doriden

Other
Hall uci nogens

None

Methaqualone

Optimil, Parest, Quaalude,
Somnafac, Sopor

Tranquilizers

Equanil, Librium, Miltown, Serax,
Tranxene, Valium

CANNABIS
DRUG NAME

7IIII ari juana

OFTEN PRESCRIBED BRAND NAMES
None

Hashish

None

Hashish Oil

None
Page 14 of 14 Pages
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APPENDIX VII

Memo from Lt. Col. Don Reynolds
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MAINE AIR NATIONAL GUARD
HEADQUARTERS, lOlST AIR REFUELING WING
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
FROM.

UPT selection Board

SUBJ:

Prospective Pilot Trainee Selection Criteria

TO:

7 October 1993

-awl

101st OPG/CC
101st Recruiting

1. The Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) Selection Board has estab
lished the following minimum acceptable criteria for the 10 semi-final
ists that will be interviewed:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A 4 year'Baccalaureate Degree
Class 1 Flying Physical
60-99 Flying Hours
Minimum AFOQT Scores - P 70, N 70, A 50, V 50, Q 50
Minimum BAT Score - 40

2. We will no longer spend time interviewing prospective UPT candidates
that do not meet the above criteria.
3. We will refuse to interview anyone sent to us that does not have the
above information available for the selection board to review.

4.£-

-/~-

~E. REYNO~itC(;lonel,

MeANG

132nd Operations Officer
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